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Nixon Returns To Washington
For Session On Energy Crisis
WASHINGTON(AP) — President Nixon returned here late
Friday for a decision-making
session on energy-saving measures with two top advisers,
amid indications that a rationing system for a widely used
heating oil is in the works.
No announcements were expected immediately following
this morning's meeting with
energy chief John A. Love and
-domestic counselor Melvin R.
Laird, although a White House
spokesman said the President
and his advisers will be "nearing decisions, certainly."
•

Meanwhile, in Boston, the executive vice president of the
New England Fuel Institute
said a government plan for nationwide, mandatory rationing
of No. 2 heating oil is expected
to be unveiled Monday or Tuesday but would not take effect
for two or three weeks.
Charles Burkhardt said the
plan would require residential
customers to cut back their fuel
consumption by 15 per cent
from their 1972 level, industries
to make a 10 per cent reduction
and commercial businesses a
cutback of about 18 to 20 per

Oil Companies Begin To
Take Action With Arabs
BRUSSELS (Al') — International oil companies may be
taking over the job of trying to
blure the effects of Arab oil
embargoes, an action that governments have thus far chosen
not to take.
Using oil as a diplomatic
weapon, the Arabs are rewarding nations whose Middle East
policies are considered proArab and punishing those countries whose policies lean toward
Israel.
As a result, the multinational
oil firms, many of which are
owned by Americans and whose
assets and customers are chiefly in the United States, have
begun to act on a number of
fronts.
Their aim, sources said, is to
establish distribution guidelines
to assure that those countries
the Arabs consider enemies do
not suffer too much.
France and Britain, for example, have not yet felt the full
weight of the Arab oil offensive. On the other hand, the
United States and the Netherlands have been shackled with
a total Arab oil boycott.
There have been reports of
widespread oil trade-offs while

tankers are at sea. If a tanker
that loaded in Kuwait, for example, cannot land at a U.S.
port because of the boycott, it
could be diverted to France,
and a tanker loaded in Iran
that was intended for France is
then diverted from France to
America.
In effect, the reports indicate
that non-Arab oil from countries such as Iran is being diverted by the multinational oil
firms to countries suffering
Arab boycotts.
A large black market is said
to have developed with prices
two or three times as high as
official rates.
In addition, the companies
have notified some countries,
favored by the Arabs, that their
supply of oil would nevertheless
be reduced.
France, a major friend of the
Arabs in the West, was told by
oil companies that it will have
its oil supplies cut by 10 to 15
per cent next month.
And in Britain, government
sources complained that they
have not been getting adequate
oil supplies from international
distributors.

Skylab 3 Astronauts
Take Day Off To Rest
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — The Skylab 3 astronauts took today off to rest and
regroup, giving technicians or
the ground time to study a
maneuvering problem for the
big space laboratory.
The free day for Gerald P.
Carr, William R. Pogue and
Edward G. Gibson also gives
mission control time to develop
procedures for managing
manuevers of the Skylab station, which has lost the use of
one of its three control gyroscopes.
The gyroscope failed Friday.
Officials said nearly normal operation can be conducted with
the remaining two. But it's going to take longer to make
maneuvers and the station will
use more control gas.
If a second gyroscope should
fail, flight director Neil Hutchinson said, "we'd be In a
come-home case. They wouldn't
have to come right home within
24 hours because we still have
plenty of control gas for awhile.
But they'd probably come home
in something like a week because we wouldn't have enough
gas to do all the experiments
we'd like to."

WEATHER
FORECAST

The astronauts are in the
ninth day of a projected 84-day
mission.
'They had a tough day with
the pace walk yesterday, and
they didn't get to bed until
late," Hutchinson said. "They
didn't want to get up this morning. They're tired, and it's time
to let them sit back and get organized.
"Just let them have a day
where they can do what they
please — rest or do some
catching up without feeling that
they have to keep up with a
flight plan time" schedule.
Part of the problem is the ton
of material the astronauts carried up to the station in their
Apollo ferry ship, including
parts for repair jobs, instruments to observe the comet
Kohoutek and extra food and
clothing to cover the extra days
that resulted when the mission
was extended beyond its originally planned 56 days.
"They've transferred most of
the material into the workshop," Hutchinson said. "But
they haven't had time to store
It all away. At meal time, they
waste time looking for certain
foods to fit their diets. They
just haven't had time to get
organized."
Medical experiments have
been conducted fairly much on
schedule, he said, but earth resources and solar astronomy
experiments have fallen behind.
Full work on these is expected
to start Sunday.
On Friday, Pogue began the
astronauts' extensive study of
Kohoutek, the giant comet that
will loop around the Sun late in

Cloudy and mild through Sunday. Rain and some thundershowers today and tonight, and
a chance of rain and a few
thundershowers Sunday. High
today and Sunday in the 60s.
Low Weight in frbe 50p.
Cloudy with a chance al • 'Using a camera with a speshowers Monday and Tuesday. cial lens, he photographed an
Generally fair Wednesday. area of the sky where the
Lows mostly in the 40s. Highs comet was located some 140
Monday in the 80s, falling to million miles away. He said he
the 505 Tuesday and rising to could not see the comet, but experts believe it is on the film.
the 60s again on Wednesday.

cent. Retail oil dealers would
monitor and control the system,
he said.
According to White House
sources, a Sunday closing of
gasoline filling stations is one
of the measures being considered as a means of saving fuel
with a minimum inpact on the
economy.
Herbert Stein, chairman of
Nixon's Council of Economic
Advisers, said Friday the administration will soon ask refineries to produce less gasoline
and more oil products to keep
the economy running during the
fuel shortage. Stein said the
strategy is a sure way to cut
gasoline consumption since
-people can't consume what
there isn't."
An Interior Department report predicted recently that diverting production away from
gasoline to such products as
home heating oil, diesel fuel
and jet fuel would increase the
expected 1,1 per cent shortage
of gasoline to 21 per cent by
early next year.
Nixon interrupted a four-day
Thanksgiving holiday weekend
with his family at his Camp
David, Md., mountain-top retreat to return to Washington
for the 10 a.m. meeting.
Deputy Press Seeretary Gerald L. Warren said Nixon had
been spending some of his time
at Camp David reviewing recommendations that were sent
to him by a cabinet-level Energy Emergency Action Group
after a lengthy meeting
Wednesday.
Nixon and some of his key
advisers say they consider
gasoline rationing a last resort
and that they hope to overcome
the energy crisis through other
conservation efforts, such as
lowering speed limits to 50
miles per hour.
Roy Ash, director of the Office of Management and Budget, has indicated that President
Nixon already has the legislative authority to call for closing
of the nation's filling stations
on Sunday. He said this measure would have less economic
impact than a number of other
measures being considered.
Ash also said there is no consideration of banning Sunday
driving, although an increased
gasoline tax reportedly is still
under review.
Congress is considering legislation that would institute yearround daylight saving time — a
move that would save an estimated one to two per cent in
electricity consumption by
making sunrise and sunset
come an hour later.

Crowd Attacks
Officers Giving
Aid To Women
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Burley Producers
Cautioned On Use
Of Marketing Cards
401

Burley tobacco producefs
who sell tobacco produced
onone farm on the marketing
card for a different farm will be
subject to penalties and quota
reductions.
These words of caution came
this week from Glenn Crawford,
Chairman of the County
Agricultural Stabilization and
rn.nservation (ASC) Cornwhen commenting on
the issuance and proper use of
the 1973 burley tobacco
marketing cards.
Crawford said tobacco
marketing cards for marketing
and the 1973 burley tobacco crop
have been mailed to county
producers recently. "To protect
themselves, growers should
carefully follow the procedures
for marketing tobacco, thereby
safeguarding their marketing
card from misuse," he said.
The marketing card is issued
by the County ASCS Office for
each farm to identify the
tobacco marketed from that
farm. Any tobacco marketed
above 110 percent of the farm
quota will be considered excess
tobacco and the producer will
be responsible for any
marketing quota penalty due.
In regard to leasing burley
tobacco poundage quotas,
Crawford pointed out that quota

can be leased and
rights
transferred from one farm to
another prior to sale of the crop
and no later than February 15,
1974. He stressed that leasing
agreements must be approved
and poundage quotas officially
transferred from one marketing
card to another by ASCS office
personnel before sale and
settlement.
The Chairman said another
grower's responsibility is to
make sure that his marketing
card is returned to the County
ASCS Office u soon as he has
finished marketing his crop
This is essential even though the
markets are still open.
"We are greatly concerned
that farmers understand the
rules so they can market all the
tobacco they're entitled to and
that a sound and effective
burley tobacco program can be
maintained," Crawford said.
The County ASCS Office,
located at 208e South 4th
Street, Murray,is open Monday
through Friday, except national
holidays, from 7:30 a.m. until
4:30 p.m.The telephone number
is 7634781.
Crawford said that members
of the office staff would be glad
to explain any aspect of the
tobacco marketing card use
of leasing.

Standard of Living
*0
Locally On Upswing
pr.

YOUNG READER—Four-year old Deng Ray, soa of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Ray of Puryear, was
heepingsipwahioosoadisigwhiledloorwaosboppiag -dowstowareeentiv.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Tensions Along Arab-Israeli
Ceasefire Lines Increase Today
by THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Tensions increased today
along the Arab-Israeli ceasefire lines as Israeli government
officials warned that war could
rester* and charged that Russia had re-equipped the Syrian
and Egyptian armies.
Minor shooting incidents have
been breaking out almost daily
along both the Egyptian and
Syrian cease-fire lines, Israeli
sources said. A Tel Aviv newspaper reported Friday that the
Israeli forces on the Syrian
front have been placed on maximum alert.

Egypt—net for two hours Friday in a tent along the SuezCairo road, as they have several times this week.
-The talks have reached a
critical point where both delegations must seek the advice of
their governments before going
on," a U.N forces spokesman
said. Another U.N. official said
"many details were clarified"
during the meeting Friday and
said the two generals were to
confer again today.
But Israeli Defense Minister
Moshe Dayan told the Israeli
Bar Association in Tel Aviv
that Israel is -facing not the
end of the war, but the beginning with the Syrians and the
Egyptians"
"But despite the Soviet aid to
the Arabs on the military level,
the fighting is between Israel
and the Arabs," Dayan said.
"We are stronger than the
Arabs, but we have to have
nerves."
The center of controversy in

the negotitions at Kilometer 101
continues to be the positioning
of the cease-fire line between
the Israeli and Egyptian forces
along the Suez Canal.
Egypt has demanded that Israeli forces return to lines
drawn on Oct. 22 when the U.N.
called for its first cease-fire. Israeli forces advanced significantly in fighting during the
following two days.
Israel says it wants the two
sides to withdraw to their respective sides of the Suez Canal
willaffc- wneQn._ both
sides.
But at the U. N. sowces familiar with the negotiations
said Israel proposed Friday
that a token Egyptian force be
allowed to remain on the eastern bank of the canal.
Meanwhile, Syria said it has
rejected any exchange of prisoners of war with Israel and
might not attend a proposed
Middle East peace conference
that is supposed to begin soon
in Geneva.

Meanwhile at Kilometer 101
inside Egypt, where Israeli and
Egyptian negotiators have been
meeting in an effort to implement the six-point cease-fire
accord, a U.N. spokesman said
tensions were mounting and
"there is a chance of more incidents."
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) —
The negotiators — Maj. Gen
A crowd of Spanish-speaking Aileron
Yariv of Israel and U.
persons attacked policemen
Gen. Moharned el Garnasy of
working to save a heart attack
victim became they did not understand what the officers were
doing, police said.
Police said they wielded
nightsticks to hold back the
crowd that tried to prevent
three officers from giving oxygen and heart massage Friday
to Mrs. Evangelica Echevacria,
59. She died later at a local
hospital.
Police said they tried to explain in Spanish that they were
giving emergency aid to the
woman, but the crowd apparently thought she was being
beaten, Heart massage involves
pounding the victim's chest to
get the heart beating again.
The woman's son, Cecilio F.
Echevacria, 21, hit one policeman on the jaw and tried to
pull another off his stricken
mother, police said. He was
charged with assault on an officer, breach of peace and interfering with an officer and was
>Pi In iieu of 410J100 bend.
One officer suffered a broken
hand and several bruises in the
melee.
TOMMTONE, LATE LATE SHOW (NOT A WESTERN —Inventor Frank Wells poses with a
Hospital officials said an au- drawing al his "Eseould Monument"—a tombstone that features organ musk and movies of the
tom would be performed to deceased. The device would be solar *wen* bulletproof to guard against vaodalism, and each
determine the cause of Mn. would cost about WON,the (levelaad man says. "It adds a whole new dimension to going to the
Echevacria's death.
cemetery," Wells declared
(AP Wirephotoi

Judging from the number of
major household appliances
and other equipment that
Calloway County families have
been buying in the last few
years, living standards are on
the rise locally.
Their purchases of air conditioners, dishwashers, TV and
stereo sets, cars, food freezers
and other high-cost high-price
equipment have been climbing
steadily since 1960.
What made these expenditures possible was the
income gains that have been
chalked up, year after year, by
most families in the area.
The rate at which they have
been adding to their ownership
of household appliances and
automobiles is revealed in the
Census Bureau's County and
City Date Book, just released.
The figures show that there is
a close relationship between a
family's earning capacity and
the amount of expensive
durables that it acquirps over
the years.
With regard to air
ditioners, one such kind of
equipment, the figures show
that, in Calloway County, they
are now to be found in 86 percent
hoTes
n of. all households. In 1960
they were in 18 percent of the
By the same token:food
freezers are more common in
the area than ever before. The
proportion of local families that
have them is placed at 44
percent, which is more than in
1960, when it was 30 percent.
Residential telephones have
also increased in number, the
government report states.
Locally, the homes so-equipped
total 86 percent, as against the
1960 total of 66 percent.
As to a fourth classification,

Stephen Erwin Arrives
For Duty In Germany
HAHN, Germany—U.S. Air
Force Sergeant Stephen F.
Erwin, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Buren F. Erwin, Rt. 1, Hazel,
has arrived for duty at Hahn
AB, Germany.
sergeant Erwin, a cable
splicing specialist, is assigned
ins unit of the US. Air Forces
in Europe. He previously served
at Wiesbaden AB, Germany.
The sergeant is a tifd
graduate of Calloway County
High School.
His wile is the former Carmelita P. Pineda.

car ownership, which is another
Indicator of living standards,
the proportion of local families
with one or more ears is listed
as 85 percent. The previous
ratio was 82 percent.
These and other expensive
articles, which help make life
easier and add to the enjoyment
of living, have been coming
within reach of a growing
number of local residents.
Rating each community with
respect to ownership of these
four categories of equipment, if
every family had all four of
them,its score would be 400, the
maximum possible.
Calloway County, with a score
of 281, places well above many
localities. The United States
average is 234. It is 243 in the
East South Central States.

Post Office
Cuts Back On
Some Deliveries
CHICAGO ( AP) — The U.S.
Postal Service has announced
that special Christmas deliveries in its 13-state Central Region have been cut back to
save gasoline.
John Osterman, logistics
manager for the central region
headquartered in Chicago, said
Friday the special holiday
trucking service usually begins
Dec. 1, but this year will be
postponed to Dec. 10.
Any decision to make further
delivery cuts will be made as
the season progresses, Osterman said. Truck deliveries during the Christmas holiday period are usually increased 10-15
percent
Osterman's office already has
ordered postal drivers and carriers to lower their vehicle
speed limits to 50 miles an hour
to conform with President Nixon's energy conservation plan
ar.nounced two weeks ago.
Nixon's order, Osterman
said, will have a "definite impact" on holiday deliveries. He
said a truck delivery from Chicago to Indianapolis, Ind., that
normally takes a carrier six
hours now will require an additional two hours travel time as
a result of reduced speed limits.
'3iatta In the •-certhvi- regien
are Illinois, Michigan, Ohio,
Kentucky, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Minnesota,South Dakota, North
Dakota, Iowa. Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas.

Almo Junior Beta
Club Holds Meet

Perrin-Waters Vows To Be Read

Nat Ryan Hughes
Discusses "Wills"
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The Almo Junior Beta Club
la id its regular meeting on
Wednesday, November 7, at
12:30 p.m. with the president,
I.uanna Colson, presiding.
Trma Swift gave the devotion.
The minutes and roll call were
by Tammy Feltner with the
treasurer's report by Lisa
Cleaver.
The club voted to send one
hundred dollars to the Lions
Club Telethon at Paducah. This
was money from the bake sale
and cans in each room.
Rita Edwards led in the Beta
song. Mrs. Patricia Lassiter
and Ronnie Walker are advisors.

Monday, November 24
will meet at the home of Mrs.
"M" Night program for Jean Richerson, 1602 Parklane
Church Training with Rev. at seven p.m.
Richard Walker as speaker will
i. will
be at Elm Grove Baptist Church
The Murray Quota
at seven p.m.
at 12
meet at the Triangle
noon.
Senior art exhibits of Jim
Howell, Scottsville, Chris
Murray TOPV:htb Will meet
Alines, Princeton, and Dan at the HealtIx Center at seven
Butler, Marion, will open at P.m.
Murray State University and
Annual day for the Calloway
extend through December 4.
Count", Homemakers Clubs will
The Theta Department of the be held at the Murray Woman's
Murray Woman's Club will Club House starting at ten a.m
meet at the club house at 7:30
Senior recital of Valerie Cady
p.m. with Miss Evelyn Bradley'.
Mesdames Ray Brownfield, Cottrell, piano, Hopkinsville,
William Pinkston, and Charles will be at Farrell Recital Hall,
MSU, at 8:15 p.m.
Hale as hostesses.

Murray Headstart
Has Family Supper
The Murray Headstart School
held its annual family potluck
supper recently at Douglas
School.
Sidney Easley, Calloway
County Attorney, was the guest
speaker. His talk focused on the
benefits of Headstart to the
children, parents, and the
community. He was very
complimentary of the part
Headstart has played in
Murray.
A special thanks from the
parents of Mr. Easley for taking
time to join them was expressed.
The Headstart expressed
Ii anks to Johnson's Grocery,
Parker's Food Marker, Storey's
Market, IGA, Kroger, Palace
Restaurant, and Trenholm's
Restaurant for their donations
of food and merchandise.

Kids enjoy dates stuffed with
peanut butter. Serve as an
after-school treat with wedges
of red apple

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
seven p.m.

Miss Lisa Anne Perrin
Mr. and Mrs. Felix C. Perrin of Murray Route Two announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Lisa Anne, to Robert L. Waters, Jr., son of Major (Retired) and
Mrs. Robert L. Waters of Murray Route Four.
The bride-elect is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High
School and attended Oral Roberts University, Tulsa, Oklahoma,
for one year. She is presently employed at the Murray-Calloway
Hospital.

Daughter, wants pill,
mother -is--ashamed
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My telephone just rang. It was a doctor
telling me that my 16-year-old daughter was just in his
office asking him for birth control pills Abby, what are
these young people doing to us mothers?
I knew she had a steady boy friend but I never dreamed
they were in need of anything like that. I am heartsick
I tried to raise this girl right. Where have I failed?
ASHAMED TO SIGN MY NAME
DEAR ASHAMED: You haven't failed, and If you tried
to raise her right you need not be ashamed. I am NOT in
favor of premarital sex, but once a girl has gone all the way,
it is unrealistic to think that she will stop simply because
she is denied the pill. So then what? She risks becoming
pregnant. And if she does, what has the doctor accomplished! He will have been responsible for (al an unwanted
baby. Ibl an abortion, or Icl a hasty marriage. Which would
you choose for your daughter!
If you are among the mothers who say, "If that's the
way she is going to act, then let her suffer the consequences." please consider the baby. Don't you think every
child should come into this world wanted by its natural
mother? I do.
DEAR ABBY: I am 17, and have no living father He
and my mother were divorced 13 years ago, and he
was killed in an automobile accident three years ago. After
his death my brother and I were advised that we were to
receive Social Security benefits to be used for our education
and welfare.
We have been getting these benefits for three years
now, and with my portion I have been able to buy a car, all
my own clothes, and still manage to put aside some money
for college.
My problem is my friends who do not feel that I deserve this money. They say I am "ripping off" the government every month. I think I deserve this money because
my father never was able to pay child support when he was
alive, and now I am being taken care of.
Answer soon, as I am made to feel guilty about this.
DIRTY MONEY

Phi
Omicron
Kappa
Christmas Bazaar will be from
eight a.m. to two p.m. in the
lobby of the Applied Science
Building, MSU.

The Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet at the club house
Wednesday, November 28
at 9:30 a.m. with Mesdames
Ladies day luncheon will be
Henry Holton, Hunter Love, served at noon
at the Murray
Jules Harcourt, K.T. Crawford, Country Club
with Mrs. Chester
and Robert Douglas as Thomas 753-2325
and Mrs.
hostesses.
Haron West 753-1280 as
hostesses.
Bridge chairmen
Tuesday, November 27
will be Mrs. Don Robinson and
The Tau Phi Lambda sorority
Mrs. Richard Orr.
of the Woodmen of the World

Mr Waters. a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High School, is
a junior at Murray State University where he is a member of the
MSU Ranger Company and the MSU Judo Club. He is also
employed at the local hospital.
The wedding vows will be read on Saturday, December 22, at
three o'clock in the afternoon at the Kirksey United Methodist
Church with Rev. Gene Weddle of the Greensburg United
Methodist Church, Greensburg, Ky., reading the double ring
ceremony.
Only out of town invitations are being sent and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend.
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DEAR DIRTY MONEY: What's "dirty" about it! Your
friends could be jealous. And one way to put • stop to that
Is to keep quiet about what you have and where It came
from. It's nobody's business.

Eastern Star Holds
November Meeting
At Masonic Hall
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star held
its regvdar meeting on Tuesday,
Noveitibei 13, at 7730 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall
Mrs. Frances Churchill,
worthy matron, assisted by Dee
Lamb, worthy patron, presided.
The chapter was opened with
prayer by Fay Lamb, chaplain.
The flag of the United States
was presented and allegiance
given.
NAMED AS Senior King and Queen of the Faxon School Fall
Special guests present were Festival for grades five through eight were Mickey Overbey, son
Mrs. Bonnie Perkin, grand of Mr. and Mrs. Don Overbey, and Patricia McKinney, daughter
committee on International of Mr.and Mrs. W.D. McKinney.
Temple fund, and Mr. Perkins,
both from Mayfield.
William E. Moffett, was installed during the meeting as
worthy patron for the ensuing
year. Serving as installing
officers were Frances Churchill, June Crider, Louise Short,
Judith Jackson, Bea Henry, and
Eunice Henry.
Mrs. Churchill also name()
her cornmitfee members for
the year: Special events, June
Robbins;
Crider, and Nell
welfare, Fay Lamb, Ruth
Moffett, and Bill Moffett;
resolution of respect, Nell
Robbins, Judith, Jackson, and
Howard McNeely; reporter,
Nettie Klapp; sickness and
distress, Thelma Parker and
Nettie Klapp.
Plans were discussed for a
Christmas phrty and family
night on December 8, with a
potluck supper being served.
Other officers assisting, not
previouLsy named, were: Sybil
Lasater, associate matron; Joe
CHOSEN AS Junior King and Queen of the Faxon School Fall
Lasater, associate patron;
Judith Jackson,secretary; Nell Festival for grades one through four were Quinten Dodd, son of
Robbins,i)treasurer; Brenda Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dodd, and Leanna Key. daughter of Mr.
conductress; and Mrs. Nelson Key.
Newberry,
Martha Hutchens, associate
conductress; Fay Lamb,
chaplain; Twila Coleman,
marehall.
Star points are Susan Moody,
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINT ING
Adah; Marie Jones, Ruth;
A Do/SOON OF WINCHESTER PRINTItiG SERVICES. INC
Mary Beth Carruthers, Esther;
Eva Lamb, Martha; Patricia
Evans, Elects; Mary Louise
WHILE-YOU -WAIT
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
Short, organist; Bea Henry,
PRINTING AND
warder; Eunice Henry, senCamera Ready Copy Only
tinel.
DUPLICATING
Other members attending
were Ruth Moffett, June Crider,
and Doyce Morris.
The next regular meeting will
be held on Tuesday, December
11.

DEAR ABBY: I am married to a man I love very
much. My name is Christine and his name is Christopher.
We are both called "Chris," which has been quite confusing
at times.
I have just given birth to twins—a boy and a girl. My
husband wants to name them Christian and Christina, respectively. I think this would be a terrible confusion for the
twins and us in this household.
Can you offer a suggestion' Please hurry your answer.
CHRIS
DEAR CHRIS: For Chris's sake and yours. insist upon
John and Mary. Jack and Jill, or any other combination of
Less confusing names.

Mrs. Bulas Wilson opened her
home for the November
meeting of the United Methodist
Women of the ColdwaterChurch
with the president, Mrs. Cody
Adams, presiding.
Members answered the roll
call by giving "Something I'm
Thankful For." Mrs. John
Baker read the scripture and
Mrs. Sherwood Potts led in
prayer.
"God's Love" was the theme
of the program. Talks were
given by Mrs. Cody Adams on
"We Thank Thee Lord," Mrs.
Bobby Locke and Mrs. Jimmy
Wilson on "Redemptive Love In
Action," thid Mrs. Lovie Finney, "Abounding Love."
Refreshments of punch and
cookies were served to the
sixteen members and six
visitors by the hostess, Mrs.
Wilson.
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A Gift Card Will Be Sent
tW41:104WAticStitk-440414

FREE SHOW!!

CENTRAL

Sat.-Sun. 1-6 p.m.
'Daring Dobermans"

CINEMAS
00 rIS. ••••••• h•

11.1.•••••••••••

FREE TICKETS at:
Grecian Steak House
Western Store 753-9885
Hwy.641 N. 753-441'
ernon Boot & Shoe Store (North 12th St. Ext.)
North
Arcadia Center

The Wild Raspberry
753-0859
North Arcadia Center

Northpoint Standard
12 B .•ss 753-9129

bible and Reba's
Superburger
1100 Chestnut
753-8488

Highly polished in Natural and Colors, all sizes, shapes and
designs. Can be worn all year 'round to make fashion's
exciting tops even more exciting. A marvelous gift.
4

WELART INC.
NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME! Has Jet Black
3mm beads, 39' strand.

SALE
Smart assortment. of Clurent P Vents
and Solids in your favorite fabrics. 51.35 yd.
Come In or Call

Lois Raspberry at . . . 753-7701

504.8 MAIN STREET - PHONE 753-4662
MURRAY. KENTUCKY

50.

WOOD BEADS

Wit

Too much mascara causes
the lashes to look clumpy and
fake. To separate the lashes
and give a more natural look,
use a brush.—an old toothbrush works fine—to remove
the etc(ss mascara.

spo,

Something
SPECIAL

,....v44.4161111W,...44-ar

Lashes

triCCES.:*
41.
t
41.
t
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Coldwater Women
Hold Regular Meet

Fast Print Copy Center

JAMES
BOND

The Murray Chapter of The
National
Secretaries
Association (Int.) met for its
regular monthly meeting on
Monday, November 19, at seven
p.m. in the Calloway Circuit
Courtroom in the Courthouse.
Nat Ryan Hughes, Attorney,
presented a most informative
and interesting program on the
topic of "Wills." His add.-ess
was followed with a ques'ion
and answer session.
Following the program, the
regular business session was
conducted with the president,
Anna Ruth Harris, presiding.
Mrs. Harris brought before
the group items of tusiness
pertaining to various a•.itivities
within the Kentucky Division
and the Southeast District.
As a service project during
the holiday season, the • hapter
is sending gifts to patients in the
Western State Hospital in
Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Faye Wells, CoChairman of the 1974 Kentucky
Division meeting which will be
hosted by the Murray Chapter,
gave a report on the plans made
thus far for the upcoming
Division meeting.
•
The next regular meeting will
be the Christmas dinner party
to be held on Monday,
December 17, at 6:30 p.m. at the
University Branch, Bank of
Murray. Husbands of the
members will be the honored
guests. Dr. Harry Sparks,
President Emeritus of Murray
State University, will be the
featured speaker.
The following members were
in attendance: Neva Grey
Allbritten, Mary Allbritten,
Becky
Armstrong, Essie
Bailey, Bettye L Baker, Peggy
Brinell, Faye Billington, Patsy
Dyer, Helen Foley, Joyce
Haley, Anna Ruth Harris,
Melva Hatcher, Wanda Hendon,
Linda Roach, Doris Roland,
Shirley Scarbrough, Frances
Shea, Joann Simmons, Helen
Spann, Anita Thomas, Faye
Wells, and Beth Wilson.
Guests for the meeting were
Linda Chadwick, Karen Hendrick, and Joyce Key.
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One Rack Designer Fashion

DRESSES
Reduced to Only
' $7.00

1117 No. Arcadia, Murray, Ky. (Next Door to 'Wild Raspberry')

•
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Ledger & Times Outdoor Editor

Feathers

Big game can be dangerous
when it appears quite dead.
tik Antlers and hooves have been
known to flail even when the
eyes were glassy. It is best to
approach fallen game from the
rear, watching for signs of life
and ready to shoot again. Jab
tne hindquarters sharply with a
branch of your rifle. If there is
any movement, fire a finishing
shot. If not, circle around to the
front for a look at the eyes. A
good finishing shot is one place
through the spinal cord in the
lower neck; this is quick and
will not damage a trophy or
waste an meat.
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Darryl Clark proudly displays the 6 point, 110 lb., buck he took
during Tennessee's open hunt.
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causing cracks. You can stuff
the boots with newspapers and
let them dry naturally or you
can speed up the process by
inserting ei small light bulb on
an extension cord into each
boot. A hair drier is even more
efficient for the purpose.
Boots for winter wear, including insulated boots, should
be larger than your usual shoe
size. If they don't feel a trifle
large when you try them on, go
up a half size.
When lacing your boots, tie a
square knot at the instep and
then finish lacing up the ankle
and calf. In this way you can
make the foot section tight
enough for good support and
still keep the upper portion
comfortably loose. To remove
odors from boots, dust the insides with powdered borax'.
Boot laces rubbed with beeswax
or paraffin are less apt to catch
burrs and briers and to come
untied than untreated ones.

A cold frost laden dawn where whistling from the wind but he
blades of brown grass had couldn't tell where
came
turned to silver grey. The cold from.
biting your ears and your
Several hours later we still
breath fogs as you yawn from hadn't found any birds when one
getting out of the sack so early. of the dogs flushed out a small
'This is the way it should be on covey from a corner of a woods.
opening day of quail season.
Looking for singles was a task
It just didn't happen that way in all the tangles, but finding
for me anymore. I'm beginning them was impossible. We went
to think my luck has gone bad on our way to look for another
when it comes to ordering a covey. Watching the dogs work
perfect day. In fact the tem- was a pleasing sight as they
perature was in the 60's with Jaounded over bushes and
brown leaves still on the trees. sniffed their way along the
No doubt the dogs would have a wooded creek beds. Tired out,
hard time finding the birds we decided to take a breather,
today. The birds just don't stick so a snort sitting spell was all
good in such warm weather.
that it took to put us on the trail
Since my good friend, Billy again.
Edmonds had invited me to go "Hey' they've got a covey,"
with turn and Pat Scott opening yells Pat running through the
day, I wasn't about to let this brush. "Let's get these," Bill
unseasonally warm day ruin a replied. We eased into the point
good chance for lots of good with the dogs backing and
fellowship. Polishing off a quick pointing like a wall painting,
breakfast with Billy, his Brr, Brr, "the flush", Barn!
youngest daughter Kim,and his Barn! Barn! The birds glided
Ad.
4o.
wife Joanne. Pat and I were into the brush across the creek.
'',..••••••••••••••••••
„.
p
ready to go after those West "We got two of them," I said as
Kentucky bobwhites.
the dogs fetched the birds, but
it took some looking to find the
By the time we'd reached the other bird. Then we decided
place Billy had scouted out the we'd climb the creek and try for
day before the grey dawn was some singles. Wow! What fun.
evident. Slipping silentiy from We scattered out and the dogs
the truck, we strained our ears went to work. Barn! Barn!
to the tune of the wind in the Barn! "I missed," Pat hollered.
Mark Buey is proudly shown with the buck he took in the Land
Between the Lakes on Monday's Hunt
trees, listening for the morning "Bummmrn!" two more quail
call of a bob white quail.
took to the air. We all shot and
Deciding the wind was too one fell.
strong to hear any Bob's this
Soon we'd found the bird with
morning; we opened the the aide of dogs and another
tailgate of the Chefy truck and riusned. We downed him, and
the dogs burst out and headed another as he flushed. "Men,
for the thickets. Working our this fun," I exclaimed, "let's
way around the edge of the find another covey," and that
thickets, Billy and Pat were we did. Before lunch time we'd
continually hollering and gotten into more birds and took
whistling out signals to the dogs a good bunch for supper. Pat
"The
as to what area to check for and Billy decided they'd return
Over 500 Windshields in Stock. Complete line of
birds.
in the afternoon, but I couldn't
plate glass, window glass & mirrors.
We'd worked our way about go due to some work that had to
half way down the field when be done. They later reported
Pat jerks to a stop, "Did you that they had gotten into a big
here that?" Neither Billy or I covey and took several more
had heard anything, but Pat's birds for the supper table and a
keen ear had picked a faint day of fun time quail shooting.

Nit

Myron Smith holds the horn of the be k he,took while hunting
with Mark Buey in the Land Between the
s 1134 Monday.

,
110.7

r4i

Bob Hays,405 Vtne, holds the rack of the 171 lb., 14 point buck he
took in Land Between the Lakes last week.

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
New Stock Firearms
Fishing — Reloading — Archery
and Hunting Equipment

•••1k,

REPAIRS ON ALL TYPES OF RADIATORS
Phone 753-5524
1107 Chestnut

•

Jerry's Restaurants. 12th St.
753-3226

53-441
. Ext.)

Phone 753-2571

Chestnut Street

witiotrui0"4
Co.
HUTSON Chemical
Inc.

•a121101.11.110 OfAl.*0

RNs:20L
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"Prompt, Efficient Service Is

,
c
,
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TAYLOR MOTORS

6-12 Mon.-Sat
6-1 Fri. & Sat.

Reba's

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

(

II

Eating Is A Family Affair

-

Ray Joyce took this deer in the LBI, on last weeks hunt
The.
buck dressed out at 145 lbs. With him is his son. Larry.

Shop With The Experience

WfA

P.m •
rmans"
House

Carry an extra pair of wool
socks in your car, boat, or
hwiting coat. A change of
socks at inid-day will make
you feel fresh and ready to go
again.
Anyone who spends much
time outdoors should learn to
forecast weather. Cloud formations and color are the most
reliable natural forecasters,
and it will cost you only a
quarter to learn about them.
Send your money, with a
request for the booklet entitled
Clouds to the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402. After a little practice
at
matching
the
illustrations in the book with the
clouds in the sky, you'll be able
to judge with fair accuracy
what weather tomorrow will
bring.
Don't dry boots with strong
heat, as this will make them
hard and brittle, perhaps even

'Plorta•
Williams Radiator
& Glass Co.

Passaars

:1 •
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4th & Poplar
"West Kentucky's Transportation Center"
Phone 753-1372

753-1933

Our Major Business"
Your Perscription Carefully &
rfifizer Accurately Filled
Located W. Railroad Avenue

*
Ir.

tnut

8

FISHERMEN
Drop by and look over our selection of
Fishing Tackle and Supplies

4Pcwirp<!wis:>‹,-Atpcs.-4)
'41

Check Big K For..

Wayne Darnell

Remington-Browning

Winchester

OUTBOARD MARINE

of
Sporting Equipment for all sports
We carry the Wilson line

pes and
on's

If you're a hunter, ask about our selection of gum

FENTON & HODGE
205 So. 5th

Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
-417t4z:D.--43:zt4tr-t>
4t111-43;>

753-4469

George Hodge, Owner
•
r
1
6
1414
,(5
4
4
1

O Only

HUNTERS-FISHERMEN:
Get To Where The Action Is!
.4
. Jeep Puts You
There!

•
•

=am

• Cain & ireas
806
oldwater Rd

0(4

Shells
Remington-Federal
Winchester
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
Camping equipment Fishing equipment
Archery equipment

Duo-Craft
Complete Boating
Supplies
753.3734
WY. 94 E.—Murray, Ky.

•

dt

. 7

Fashion

Sales
Service-Parts

Johnson

Guns

Motor Soles
753-6448
American Motors DeOeft 414414iO3

WARD-ELKINS
Our New Gun Department
gferd
i•

All Makes Of Guns

We'll Trade For Anything!

.*mas.4.1
111111mormill

Oc),0s0,44(ef (940
Tyr TABERS BODY
SHOP INC.

Caldwell
Vending Co.

-24 Hr. Wrecker Service- et
(4)

ri•
.
1
13
>0

fi

Chestnut

440

753-3134

&-'47
4 44\e - Vci

Ak,

4
\ —,—.,....._._
\

1\

Industrial & Institutional
Full Line Vending
•-,---..,...,

COiLEGE Farm Road' APJ.
753-8859

/
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Our
readers
write

GUEST EDITORIALS
Snoopy Volunteers

Dear Editor:
It is difficult for me to understand why more of our
people do not actively support
objectives of the Big M Club.
Whatever it takes to keep our
team a positive contender for
the championship of the OVC,
and hopefully the winner in
1974, is not being done by
enough of us.

Now that voluntary fuel allocation has been
dubbed a failure, the Nixon administration has
launched a campaign urging the public to change its
energy-guzzling ways.
The cartoon dog Snoopy has been called into the
act as part of a public education program. A 64-page
booklet has been printed and it offers all sorts of
energy-saving tips.
The alternative to voluntary fuel conservation
could be rationing, of course, but somehow Snoopy is
going to convince people that they should turn down
the thermostat and ride the bus or form a car pool
Asked whether the campaign will work, White
House energy adviser John A. Love said: "It is very
important that we give it as hard a try as possible on
a voluntary basis, because the alternative is so
difficult to comtemplate."
Somehow that doesn't sound very encouraging. —
Tulsa (Okla.) Tribune

As you are aware, I attended
the banquet for the entire
football squad, members of Big
M Club and their wives, in the
ballroom of the MurrayCalloway County Country Club
last Thursday night. Just to say
I enjoyed it and was deeply
impressed is putting it rather
mildly. The atmosphere was
inspiring, the food delicious, the
people beautiful, especially the
ladies.

Press Protests
While The News and Courier shares with most
journalists a distaste for subpoenas to force
reporters and editors to disclose their news sources,
we nevertheless find ironic amusement in the
protests by national news voices against such
demands by attorneys for Vice President Spiro
Agnew.
Some of these voices of the press have been extremely vociferous in demanding that President
Nixon release tape recordings in his custody. Yet
they trot out the First Amendment to protect their
reporters' notes
:
We do not doubt that holes can be found in the
analogy of the White House, which has no First
• Amendment shield, and the press, but we submit it
nevertheless for public consideration. — Charleston
' (S.C.) News and Courier

10 Years Ago Today
Lyndon Johnson assumed his duties as president
of the United States by asking the help of God and
the people. The body of the late President John F.
Kennedy will lie in state at the White House,
Washington, D.C.
Thomas Jones was named "Mr. Civitan" by the
Murray Civitan Club at its anniversary meeting at
the Southside Restaurant.
Max Hurt and Jack Beiote have accepted
wicancies on the Murray.Calblausly County Library
toard to succeed Mrs. J.r Hosick and Miss Rezina
Senter whose terms have expired.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Youngblood announce the
approaching marriage of their daughter, Marilyn, to
. Charles Dan Bazzell, son of Mr. ane Mrs. Dewey
Bazzell.

20 Years Ago Today
"Time Passes Quickly for Young Dentist Who
First Hung Out Shingle in 1912' Now Senior
Professional Man" is headline on published feature
story written by Dr.Hugh McElrath.
Leon W. RuIel,machinist mate third class USN, is
serving aboard t& attack transport USS Sanhorn
which was among the seven amphibious force ships
awarded a battle efficiency plaque for outstanding
achievement during the past week.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Sexton and Ned Wilson were
married November 21 at the First Methodist
Church, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. David James Gowans are the
parents of a baby girl, Jean Ellen, born November
22, at the Murray Hospital.

30 Years Ago This Week
Kentucky Governor Keen JohiitOn transferred
money from his emergency funds to enable Murray
State Teachers College to add 94 acres to its experimenal farm of 134 acres This land will be
purchased from Mrs.Winona Stevens Jones for
811.500.
Deaths reported are Glen Lynn, age 68, and Mrs.
Vera Swor Phelps, age 47, both of Murray, and Mrs.
Bisco Robertson of Detroit, Mich.
New officers
of Kappa Delta Pi, national
scholastic fraternity at Murray State College, are
Frances Sledd, L.J. Hortin, Mary Canis Graham,
Alice Keys, Dr. Frances Hicks, and Evelyn Linn.
Mrs. G.B. Scott, Mrs. B.F. Berry, Miss Erie Keys,
and Mrs. Myrtle Wall were charter members of the
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club
present for the 16th birthday celebration of the club
held on November 18 at the Collegiate Inn.
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WAGE PRICE CONTROLS

It's time to end nightmare
When wages and prices were
frozen in the United States of
America for the first time during
peacetime in 1971, contro/s were
accepted as a temporary expedient to meet an economic emergency.
The emergency was real
enough. The economic havoc created by years of excessive federal
spending and deficit budgets had
caught up to us in the form of
rampant inflation. The stress on
temporary controls also was realistic. The experience of the United
States with controls during World
War II and the Korean War made
the country aware that they were
not a substitute for the law of supply and demand.
So the United States determined
on Aug. 15, 1971, to freeze wages
and prices for only 90 days while a
program was devised for an orderly phase out of controls. Phase
II, the first refinement followed
on Nov. 15. Since then we have
waded through Phase III in 1972
and embarked on Phase IV last
July 18.
Throughout the period it has
been evident that the earlier experience of the United States with
controls was not an aberration.
The housewife who tries to stretch
her budget to meet the inroads of
rising prices knows it. Dairy
farmers who are going broke because they cannot earn enough to
meet expenses know it. The farmers, who see fertilizer that they
need being shipped to Europe
where it commands higher prices,
keenly feel the bad effects of controls. So does the working man
who is paid more than ever but
who finds it harder to make ends
meet. The list is endless. It includes the industrialist who 14
confronted with shortages otekw

materials or prefabricated parts,
the gasoline station operator who
was forced to sell gasoline at a
loss, and so forth.
Thus, it is no surprise that the
clamor for removal of controls as
soon as possible is widespread,
extending across the country and
among citizens of all walks of life.
Indeed, the awareness also extends to the Administration where
Cost of Living Director John Dunlop is pondering the same problem that his predecessors pondered back in 1971 — how to phase
out of controls with the least damage.
One of his thoughts is that
should controls be permitted to
expire on April 30 when the present statutory authority for them
expires, the federal government
must crtate a permanent economic stabilisation board to act as
a watchdog over labor and business. His view is shared by such
eminent and powerful economists
as Arthur F. Burns, chairman of
the Federal Reserve Board. Even
George P. Shultz, secretary of the
Treasury, is warning about a void
that might exist when Phase IV
has ended. Mr. Shultz has been an
ardent opponent of any form of
controls in the past.
Our three years of nightmares
with wage and price controls
should have convinced us that
there is no easy way to shuck
them. When controls expire, as
they must, prices will rise until
the distortions that they have created are removed. This is the
price we must pay for interference with the free market.
The nightmares also should
have convinced us that the less
government intervention in the
market the better off we will be —
that none would be the best of all.

All emphasis was directed to
arouse great desire toward
upsetting Western Saturday
afternoon. This was certainly
accomplished and whether or
not we beat the Hilltoppers, it
shall not be because of lack of
effort upon certain members of
the Big M Club. Number 1, of
course, is Doctor Dick Stout,
who to my recollection is the
smallest end, a starter, on the
.MSU team since we came to
Murray in 1950. His leadership
and enthusiasm is responsible
for most all Big M activities.
Supporting Dick, as all of us
should, but do not do, are Bill
Fandrick, Johnny McCage and
Tommy Sanders,all of whom do
much more than their share.
There are others of course, but
the aforementioned four,
deserve most of the credit,
particularly for the splendid
affair Thursday night.
Perhaps, I am overly critical
of some of my good friends,
associates, members of MSU
faculty, present and retired,
when I say active and financial
support for the football
program falls far short of the
support Western and Eastern
receive from their people. From
personal knowledge I know this
to be true from the late forties.
Question most any person at
random in Bowling Green area
and you shall find their support
is much more generous and
active than is ours here. There
may be a few reasons, but none
really valid.
There are many well-to-do
folks around here and without
preying upon sentimentality
(yet why not I fail to understand why a hundred bucks,
perhaps several should not be
forthwith. To those successful in
business and to those with
lucrative professions, financial
return, in the long run would
come back several-fold. In
some instances, almost within a
short time. To many who attribute their success to unusual
ability and acumen, please let
me say that much of that success might be ascribed to the
growth of Murray State
University, and being fortunate
enough to be in the right area
and at a propitious time.

Without the support of those
who purchased season VIP
football seats at a premiun this
year, that program could have
been in a pretty sad state, but
that one-shot deal, while a
tremendous help the past
season, must be supplemented
and augmented each year from
now on. While this appeal is
directed to all who can afford it,
it applies more so to graduates
of MSU who are successful in
their chosen profession, old and
young, and to retired members
of the faculty drawing handsom, retirement benefits.
Having a team which all of us
Press" last Sunday that he
should be well proud of, athopes Kennedy doesn't run.
tendance should be, near or at
Kennedy's current Senate term
capacity each game.
runs out in 1976.

Last Kennedy Son Un4er Pressure
To Forego Presidential id In '76
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ten
In addition,.,even before his
years after the assassination of 12-year-old son's right leg was
President John F. Kennedy, his amputated last week in an efbrother and political heir, Sen. fort to arrest bone cancer, KenEdward M. Kennedy, is under nedy was under strong family
increasing political and family pressure to forego a 1976 race.
pressure to forego a 1976 presiThe senator revealed this in
dential bid.
an interview, filmed before his
Many Democratic leaders son was stricken but shown
across the country, interviewed Wednesday on NBC's "Today"
in recent weeks, would prefer show. He said, "My wife Joan
that the Massachusetts senator and my sisters, mother and
stay out of a 1976 race they nieces and nephews are
hope will return their party to uniformly against" a 1976 canWhite House control.
didacy but that he hasn't made
They fear that the lingering up his mind and imagined they
impact of the Chappaquiddick would back whatever decision
incident, in which a secretary he makes.
in Kennedy's car drowned,
He is the sole survivor of four
could counteract the gains they Kennedy sons, two of them asexpect to receivefrom voter re7 .,3833i.nate4 iA? tkAreg4dencY or
action to the Watergate scan- Its pursuit. He has considerable
dals of the Nixon adminis- family retiponsibiliti with three
tration.
children of his own as well as
A Kennedy candidacy, they the 13 fatherless children of his
say, could create an unneces- two brothers nearing maturity.
sary note of division in what
It was this family situation
most party leaders hope can be that prompted Senate Demoa relatively united Democratic cratic Leader Mike Mansfield
party.
to say on NBC's "Meet the

However, Mansfield said he
felt Kennedy could probably
have the presidential nomination almost for the asking if
he wants it.
Most other top Democrats
would disagree.
Sens. Henry M. Jackson of
Washington. Lloyd M. Bentsen
of Texas and Walter F. Mondale of Minnesota are already
out making soundings and
Goys. John J. Gilligan of Ohio
and Daniel Walker of Illinois
are among many others expressing interest.
Eentieti has indicated that
he plans to campaign actively
for fellow Democrats in 1974
but won't decide on a presidential race until the following
year. He needs to do less advance preparation than other
potential candidates because of
the reservior of Kennedy supporters around the country.

As coach Furgerson said
Thursday at the dinner meeting
of the Thoroughbred Club, all of
us should be extremely proud of
his boys. The assistant coaches
deserve much credit and he
thanked all who attended the
game, Big M Club members, et
al. The boys beat Western in
everything except the final
score.
Incidentally, I am enclosing S
picture of the Tilghman Tornado coaching staff which
numbers 12. One was missing
from the picture taken from the
Peduceh
Son-Doonsoref.
Granted 6 are Junior High
coaches, this high school has as
many coaches as does Murray
State. Or, am I mistaken?
Respectfully,
A.C. Koertner
1631 College Farm Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Your Indual horoscope

TaS

Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,NOVEMBER 25, 1173
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
your birthday comes and find (Oct 24 to Nov. 72)
An unusual request deserves
what your outlook is, according
your consideration. Fulfilling it
to the stars.
involve some
may
inARIES
convenience, but you will be
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erel amply repaid. Late hours bring
Objectivity and a strong sense some surprising news.
of realism needed. Don't look SAGITTARIUS
for much cooperation from ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )19140.
others and don't count on hick to
There may be some conflict
see you through day's ups and between desire and necessity
downs.
Be realistic, as the Sagittarian
usually is, and the answer will
TAURUS
come. Romance and travel
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
favored.
A day for listening! Some- CAPRICORN
thing hinted at will be of more (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vila
importance than what is acEven though a Sunday, you
tually said; may put your may be able to complete a
thoughts on an entirely new transaction which enhances
track.
security. A friend versed in the
law could be of great help.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
9
- (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(May 22 to June 21) 1b1
A bit of daring could pay off
The accent now is on social
now. Don't hesitate to try activity. Welcome the opunique ideas, methods. You're portunity to meet people, make
thinking along the right lines. new friends, perhaps make
contacts which could prove
CANCER
invaluable, buainess-wise.
(June 22 to July 23)
Keep emotions under control PLSCES
X
and do not make drastic or (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Join
forces
with
an
individual
needless changes on the spur cif
the moment. Be especially who has dynamic, original
careful in romantic in- ideas. An Arlen or Leoite could
fill the bill. You often have great
volvements.
ideas but need a bit of a push to
LEO
put them over.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Do not be deceived by highYOU BORN TODAY are
sounding promises. Study extremely versatile; could
persons and situations with become an outstanding business
your usual keen perception, executive, an exceptional
then act as your best judgment journalist or a stand-out in the
dictates.
world of Jurisprudence. You
may also have a talent for
VIRGO
music, painting or sculpture,
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23) WPtil
Day should prove stimulating but would probably eschew the
in many ways, many areas. One arts as a career because you
of your more casual interests wouldn't find them lucrative
will now take on added im- enough. However, taken up as
an avocation, any one of them
portance.
would be a splendid outlet for
LIBRA
your emotions. You are a
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 73) —
gregarious, amiable individual
Change, variety and travel and generous to a fault. Be
are highlighted in your chart. careful here, that you are not
You may have to make some Imposed upon. Birthdate of:
adjustments in your life, but the Gaetano Donixetti, Ital. cornchallenge should prove In- poser; Joe DiMaggio, renowned
baseball player.

400

44c

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY,NOVEMBER 21,1973
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
your birthday comes and find (Oct 24 to Nov. 22) %Ai
'
r
what your outlook is, according
You usually like to solve your
to the stars.
own problems, but don't arbitrarily reject another's idea
ARM
It may be more practical than
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A deal made with Important your own.
SAGITTARIUS
persons should up your status,
bring gains. Just be sure you (Nov. n to Dec. 21)
This day should bring new
are aware of every angle.
zest into your life. Both personal
TAURUS
and business matters governed
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tiittfir by generous influences. Do
One of your top days for at- make the most of it!
tainment, but strengthen CAPRICORN
present status before tackling (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
new ventures. Use that exActivities speed up now —
traordinary good )tidgment of especially in the early afyours.
ternoon. Particularly favored
financial transactions, dealings
GEMINI
in real estate.
(May 22 to June 21)
A mixed day. Jab associates AQUARIUS
are in tune wit your efforts (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A new work assignment may
right now, but you can expect
some ups and downs in a seem difficult to carry out, but a
comprehensive discussion with
romantic situation
close associates will produce
CANCER
useful ideas, guidance.
(June 22 to July 23)
PISCES
A good day for business en- (Feb.
20 to Mar. 20)
terprises. You may get some
Your innate intuition at a
information you have been peak. Good ideas will come like
seeking for some time. Don't a "bolt from the blue." Act on
make
decisions
hastily, them immediately.
however.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY, en(July 24 to Aug. 23) /24‘
AtTt dowed with a lively imagination
Curb a present tendency to and great sensitivity, are more
"borrow" trouble. Tact and a likely to choose one of the arts
firm handling of your program as a career than many others of
can control situations and bring your Sign, who generally prefer
you the dividends due.
the fields of business, finance or
the law. In this connection, you
VIRGO
could especially excel in music,
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IrP
sculpture,
painting
or
Personal relationships under
literature, with the latter your
something of a cloud. Be
best bet. You love sports, the
especially careful in family
outdoors and animals -discussions lest emotional
especially dogs and horses tensions build up.
and may breed them as a
UBRA
hobby. Traits to curb:
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) At?! secretiveness and a tendency
Some intrigue encountered in toward excessive gambling.
occupational circles. YOU Birthdate of: Robert Goulet,
remain discreet and keep in- singer-actor; Alan King,
volvement to a minimum.
comedian.

eivp

80

Bible Thought For Today—
As the mountains are
round about Jerusalem, so
the Lord is round about
Ha, people.—Psalm 1 25:2.
Amid the fears of this
world,
,what a relief it is for
the Christian to know
that he is always
surrounded
by God's care.
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Cleveland Faces Difficult
Task Against Steelers
By ANDY LIPPMAN
Associated Press Sports Writer
"We are not a team that's going to lose two games in a
row," said Pittsburgh Steeler
defensive end Dwight White,
and his summation could show
how difficult a task Cleveland
faces against the Steelers Sunday
Cleveland needs this victory
at home to move within a half
game of the Steelers, who are
atop the Central Division of the
American Football Conference.
"Our defensive side feels it is
invested with a special duty on
Sunday," said Andy Russell,
Pittsburgh's right linebacker.
"The fellows are intent on fulfilling a little something to our
fans who have confidence in
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Another league-leader, Kansas City, in the AFC West, visits Denver, which beat the
Steelers last week. The Chiefs
must win to maintain their lead
over the Broncos.
Elsewhere, San Diego is at
Oakland, Los Angeles versus
New Orleans, Chicago versus
Minnesota, Cincinnati hosts St.
Louis, Atlanta plays the Jets at
New York, the New York Giants are at Philadelphia Baltimote entertains Buffalo and
New England visits,Houston.
Green Bay is at San Francisco in the nationally-televised
game Monday night.
One division lead has already
been shaken up this week.
Washington took over first
place in the National Conference East when Miami defeated Dallas 14-7 Thursday.
Pittsburgh is on the mend for

its game. Running back John
Fuqua will probably be activated after missing three
games because of a cracked
collarbone and defensive star
Joe Greene is a probable starter after missing part of last
week's loss to Denver.
Clevelzind's defense has also
shown confidence in its ability.
The Browns beat Oakland 7-3
last week when Mike Phipps
pitched a seven-yarder to Fair
Hooker for the game's only
touchdown.
Both the Chiefs and the
Broncos have unbeaten strings
going into their game. Denver
has not lost in its last six while
Kansas City has won three
straight behind quarterback
Mike Livingston.
The Falcons hope to keep the
pressure on the Los Angeles
Rams in the NFC West when
they travel to New York to play
the Jets. Atlanta, which handed
Minnesota its first loss of the
season, now has won six games
in a row led by quarterback
Bob Lee who must now compete against one of the game's
best signal callers, Joe Namath.
Nemeth returned to action
last week after missing seven
games because of a shoulder
separation and nearly engineered a final minute touchdown for New York.
Los Angeles has maintained
its slim one-game conference
lead by winning its last two
games. The Rams also take impressive statistical credentials
into their game with New Orleans. They are No. I on offense, accumulating 339 yards

Pacers Slip By Colonels
For 118-114 Win Friday
By The Associated Press
Indiana Pacer forward
George McGinnis credits a
team meeting last Wednesday
with helping to get his team
back on the winning track.
-We had a team meeting
after the Memphis game and
we came to the conclusion that
our guards were doing the job
game4n and game-out and the
front line wasn't doing its job.
Tonight we did what we were
supposed to do..."
What Indiana did was defeat
the Kentucky Colonels 118-114
Friday. McGinnis provided
much of the offensive power.
with 37 points and 20 rebounds.
In other ABA games, San
Diego defeated Carolina 110-107
and the New York Nets beat
Denver 128-86.
In the National Basketball
Association, Boston beat Kansas City-Omaha 119-102, Golden
State downed Philadelphia 111106, Capital trounced Atlanta
101-86," Cleveland edged Houston
85-83, Phoenix beat Chicago 9994 and Seattle ripped Portland
127-106.
The loss was the first on the
road this year for the Colonels
and only their fourth of the season.
The Pacers, behind by as
much as 14 in the second period, came back to outwore the

Colonels 30-24 in the third period. Then, after the Colonels
grabbed the lead again briefly
in the final period, the Pacers
ran off eight straight points to
yank it back.
It was the first regular season sellout for the Pacers who
will be moving into a new
downtown arena next year.
Conquistadors 110, Cougars
107
Stew Johnson scored 11 of his
team's 13 overtime points to
lead San Diego to a 110-107 victory.
It was the second straight
victory for the Conquistadors
over the Cougars who tied the
game at 97 apiece at the end of
regulation time on a jumper by
Steve Jones.
Johnson led all scorers with
29 points while Joe Caldwell led
Carolina with 26 points.
Nets 128, Denver 86
The New York Nets handed
the Denver Rockets their worst
defeat in history as Julius Erving scored 78 points to lead his
team to a 128-86 victory.
Denver hit only 30 of 100
shots from the floor, while New
York connected on 56 per cent
as they led all the way.
Net rookie Larry Kenon
scored 18 points and Billy
Faults and Bill Melchionni each
added 14.

SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
— Open 12:00 A.M. TM 6 P.M. —

per game, and No. 1 on defense, allowing only 217.4 yards
per game.
Minnesota Viking Coach Bud
Grant has announced two lineup changes for the Vikings'game against the Bears.
Rookie Chuck Foreman, who
leads the team in rushing despite missing two games because of a knee injury, will
start after returning in the second half of the Atlanta game.
Oscar Reed will also start at a
running back position after
being sidelined for two games
with a knee injury. Chicago defensive stalwart Dick Butkus is
questionable for the game.
Oakland will be keeping an
eye on Kansas City, because
the Raiders trail by only one
game in the AFC West and the
Raiders could pick up valuable
ground when they host San
Diego.
Cincinnati, two games back
in the AFC Central, meets a St.
Louis team, weakened by an injury to starting quarterback
Jim Hart. If Hart is unable to
play, the Cardinals may rely on
rookie Gary Keithley.
O.J. Simpson gained 166
yards the last time Buffalo
played Baltimore. So far this
season, Simpson has 1,323 as he
pursues Jim Brown's record of
1,863 set 10 years ago. The
Colts will also have to contend
with Jim Braxton who picked
up 119 yards against the Dolphins last week.
Jim Plunkett had his best
passing day as a pro when he
threw for for 348 yards as New
England beat Green Bay last
week. This week, Houston will
probably try to counter the
New England passing attack
with a combination of Lynn
Dickey and Dan Pastorini.
The last time the Giants
faced Philadelphia, the two
teams tied 23-23. The Giants
then went into a nosedive, losing seven straight before beating St. Louis last Sunday.
Philadelphia's quarterback Roman Gabriel banged up his elbow. John Reaves may have to
take his place this week.
Green Bay and San Francisco
would have created some excitement in 1972 when both
were division champions. This
year, the Packers are 3-4-2
while the 49ers have slipped to
3-7.

Paducah Tilghman Tornado Wins
Class AA Championship Friday
RICHMOND, Ky. (AY/ —
"My only regret is that we
don't have another game next
week," Coach Homer Goins
said after Paris downed Elkhorn City 21-12 for the state
Class A championship in a
rainy-day playoff at Eastern
Kentucky University.
In another wet game Friday
at Eastern, Paducah Tilghman's precise offense and
strong defense wore down Boyd
County 274 to win the AA state
title.
The big AAA schools clashed
later in Louisville, and Trinity
shut out Southern 16-0 for its
second straight state champion-

ship in that class.
After the half, Elkhorn went
Umbrellas dotted the crowd into action, marching 52 yards
of 7,200 at Eastern's Hangar in 12 plays. Ben Epling carried
Stadium as fans braved the the final five yards for the first
showers to watch the Class A Elkhorn touchdown.
and AA playoffs unfold.
Minutes later Elkhorn moved
Paris got a dramatic touchdown in the first half from n yards and Epling dived over
James Forma and Clarence from one foot.
"I think we did a little too
Trurnbo added two more to
give the Bourbon County school much celebrating at halftime,"
a 21-0 halftime lead in the Class Coach Goins remarked later.
"and we got in trouble in a hurA game.
ry."
Trumbo scored on short
Elkhorn's two-point conplunges, and Fomas brought
the Paris fans alive with a 62- version attempts failed, though,
yard run down the left side of and Paris retained the fairly
safe 21-12 margin until the end
the field.

Holiday Stretch Drive For
Cortege Title Continues
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
The holiday stretch drive toward college football's national
championship continues today
with Lousiana State's Tigers already having fallen by the wayside and either top-rated Ohio
State or fourth-ranked Michigan — or possibly both —
about to join them.
A nationally-televised doubleheader ( ABC-TV) today found
Ohio State at Michigan at 12:30
p.m. EST, for the Big Ten
crown and a berth in the Rose
Bowl, followed by the Pacific4
showdown at Los Angeles between No. 8 UCLA and Southern California' s defending national champions, ranked ninth.
The winner hosts the Rose
Bowl,
Should Ohio State and Michigan tie, the conference would
vote on which team to send to
the Rose Bowl. Should a vote
also end in a tie, Michigan
would get the trip since Ohio
State went last year.
On Thursday, second-ranked
Alabama remained in the national picture and won the
Southeastern Conference title

with a 21-7 victory over I-SU,
which had been No, 7. So did
fifth-rated Notre Dame with a
48-15 triumph over Air Force.
Friday, third-ranked Oklahoma stayed in the race, defeating No. 10 Nebraska 27-0.
The Sooners, on probation and
ineligible for a bowl game, finish their season next Saturday
against Oklahoma State.
One other member of The Associated Press Top 20 was in
action Thursday when No. 11
Texas captured its sixth consecutive Southwest Conference
charnpionsip
by
trouncing
Texas A&M 42-13.
Elsewhere today, sixth-ranked Penn State entertains Pittsburgh; Texas Tech, No. 12, visits Arkansas and No. 13 Arizona State hosts Arizona at
night with a chance to clinch
its fifth straight Western Athletic Conference title.
Houston, No. 14, entertains
Wyoming in a night contest.
No. 15 Miami of Ohio has completed a 10-regular season while
No. 16 North Carolina State
needs only a tie at hods*
against lowly Lake Forest to
take the Atlantic Coast conference crown.
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Rounding out the Top 20
schedule, it's No. 17 Tulane at
Maryland, No. 18 Oklahoma
State at Iowa State and No. 19
Missouri at Kansas, which is
tied for 19th.
The final Ivy League Saturday finds both co-leaders on the
road—Dartmouth at Princeton
and Harvard at Yale.
Other traditional games include North Carolina at Duke,
Tennessee at Kentucky, Florida
at Miami, Fla., Mississippi vs.
Mississipppi State at Jackson,
Clemson at South Carolina,
Purdue at Indiana, Wisconsin
at Minnesota, Illinois at Northwestern, Southern Methodist at
Baylor, Oregon State at Oregon, California at Stanford and
Washington State at Washington.

Paris finished the year with e tossed a liine-yard pass to Allperfect 14-0 record. Elkhorn, state end Keith Calvin for Trinsuffering its first defeat, fin- ity's first touchdown, and the
ished 13-1.
other came when Mace WilPaducah Tilghman also fin- liams returned a kickoff 64
ished undefeated at 13-0 after
yards.
handing Boyd County its first
Tackle Bruce Scales tackled
loss of the season in the AA Southern tailback Ransom Moncontest.
roe in the end zone for a two"I'm a very proud fellow point safety in the third quarright now," Paducah Coach ter.
Trinity ended its first season
Dan Haley said afterward.
"They gave us everything we under Coach Dave Moore with
could handle, but it was just a a 10-1-0 record, and Moore said,
"It's like a dream come true.
matter of time."
"I'm just thankful I got into
The Western Kentuckians
were sparked by two long a program already established.
touchdown passes from Kevin But our kids worked hard for
Paschall to Alton Dodd—a 54- this. They deserve it."
!dird strike in the first quarter
Southern, a finalist this year
and a 66-yard throw in the for the first time, finished with
a 7 8 record for the season.
third.
Boyd County's only touchdown came in the second quarter, when junior fullback Robin
CINEMA I
Chaney dashed 63 yards with
only 56 seconds remaining in
— Ends Saturday —
the half.
rDUSTIN
Chaney, the only healthy
"UTTLE BIG MAN"
member of Boyd County's
PLUS
vaunted backfield, carried 19
LPQ
111111MBIS UMW as
times for 128 yards, and was
1111_11•11111111111101111r
the first to score against Paducah in three playoff games.
"They're a whale of a team," Late Show Fr1.-Sat.
Boyd County Coach Torn Scott
"DROPOUT WIVES"
said. "We gave them a few
breaks and we simply couldn't
11:30 p.m.
control the ball."
Tilghman also got two touchdowns from Richard Brantner,
both from only one yard. Brantner gained 46 yards for Paducah in 12 carries. Willie Wilson
led the Tilghman rushing with
CINEMA 1
53 yards in eight carries.
Boyd County finished the seaSTARTS SUN.
son 12-1-1.
Friday night the AAA schools
had it out and Louisville Trinity
trounced Southern as 9,500 fans
watched in the Fairgrounds
Stadium.
Quarterback Don Hubbuch wineedwiewisesineweed41
,
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Kings Fall To Celtics Without
The Services of Nate Archibald

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS. Celtics moved in front, 27-22.
Super Soaks 127,
Nate Archibald was missing but he wound up with 20.
Trail Blazers Ill
and Ron Behagen didn't show
Suns 99, Bulls 94
Seattle, led by Fred Brown,
Charlie Scott scored eight came from behind in the
up until the second half.
secIt was a pretty bad opening points n the final two minutes ond half to beat Portland 127night for Draff Young, the new to lead injury-plagued Phoenix 106. With Brown scoring 12 of
coach for the Kansas City- past Chicago. The victory was his 20 points, the SuperSonics
Omaha Kings. He lost the bal- only the fifth in 20 games for opened a 22-point bulge, at 7856.
thr Pacific Division cellar- Spencer Haywood and
lgarne, too.
Bud
"When you play a team like dwellers while the Bulls lost for Stallworth led Seattl in scoring
Boston with no Archibald, then only the fifth time.
with 23 points each.
Bullets 1111, Hawks 86
it takes you off your game,"
Phil Chenier and Elvin Hayes
said Young after his Kings
were beaten 119-102 by the Celt- combined for 40 points to pace
ics in the National Basketball Capital to a 101-86 victory over
Atlanta. Chenier scored 20
Association Friday night.
Archibald, of course, has points and Hayes contributed 20
been injured. But what excuse plus a game-high 18 rebounds
did Behagen have? He arrived as the Bullets moved back into
on the court with 5:30 left in first place in the Central Divithe third period and finished sion by a half-game over the By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Central City 90 Muhlenberg
Hawks.
with just three points.
Central 78
No reason was given for his
Warriors III, 76ers 106
Burnside 85 Pulaski County
Golden State, playing for the
tardiness.
"I won't have any comment first time without injured Rick 79
Waynesburg 87 Shopville 71
about Ron until I discuss it Barry, scored the last eight
Frankfort 66 Garrard County
with him," said Young. "Then points of the game to beat
I'm going to wait 24 hours to Philadelphia 111-106. Cazzie 52
Masoon County 79 Riverside
make sure I don't do anything Russell, the game's high scorer
on the spur of the moment. with 36 poiyts, scored four of Christian 44
Owsley County 92 Lexington
There will be some kind of fine the points on foul shot,,
Catholic 71
Cavaliers 85, Rockets 83
unless he was in some kind of
Taylor County 73 West HarAustin Carr scored two basaccident or something over
kets in the final two minutes to din 50
which he had no control."
Ashland Holy Family 56 CatIn the other NBA games the cap a fourth-quarter rally that
Phoenix Suns beat the Chicago led Cleveland over Houston lettsburg 38 Clay County 99
Knott County 69
Bulls 99-94; the Capital Bullets 8583.
ripped the Atlanta Hawks 10186; the Golden State Warriors
trimmed the Philadelphia 76ers
111-106; the Cleveland Cavaliers
topped the Houston Rockets 85- We now install Perma-Guard Fire Alarm Systems
ad the Seattle S3iperSonjc$
fol
. _
rocked the Portland Trail Blazers 127-106.
For ,Information Call
Paul Silas helped break open
a close game with 14 points in
the second period and Boston
went on to its 10th straight
753-7266
711 Main
triumph. Silas had only four
Murray, Ky.
points in the first period as the
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Fuel Shortage A Reali
To Some Holiday Drivers
The fear of running out of
gas prompted many holiday
travelers to ride trains or buses
rather than drive cars for
Thanksgiving Day trips. And
they probably didn't regret it.
Some cars coughed and sputtered to a standstill on freeways around the country as the
fuel shortage became a reality
for many drivers.
"We were getting two or
three calls a minute this afternoon from motorists stranded
without gas," spokesman Alex
Parley of the Connecticut Automobile Association said
Thursday night.
Many gas stations were reported closed, but whether for
lack of fuel or because of the
holiday could not be deter:tuned.
A spokesman for the American Automobile Association office in Columbus, Ohio, said 50
per cent of Thursday's calls
were emergency appeals for
gas He said at 8 p.m. only one
)2,as station in the area was
open.
Some of those able to find
gas had to pay dearly for it.
Station owner Harry Simrnerrnon of Monroe Township,
N.J., found no lack of business
despite prices described as
"Thanksgiving blackmail" by
one local official.
Sunrneron charged 82 cents a
gallon for regular and 86 cents
a gallon for premium gasoline
at his Shell station on Black
Worse Pike. Normally he sells
regular gas for 38.9 cents a gallon and premium for 45.9 cents.
Those who decided on public
transportation didn't have to
worry about gas, but they had
to hassle with crowds.
Amtrak, the nation's passenger rail service, got "every

6. Help Wanted

evadable coach they had out of
mothballs" to handle the load,
one regional supervisor said.
A spokesman said Amtrak's
system-wide reservations center received 27,000 calls for information on Thanksgiving
Day,about 15,000 more than ex-

WASHINGTON(AP)- A nationwide poll indicates that
more Americans believe President Nixon sbould remain in office than resign, but the gap
between the two opinions continues to narrow.
Pollster Louis Harris reported Thursday that the call for
Nixon's resignation in view of
the Watergate affair rose to 43
per cent in a sampling of 1,459
adults taken between Nov. 12
and Nov. 15.
On the last day of that period, Nixon spoke to the National
Association of Realtors convention here in the first of a
series of formal public appearances in which he has responded to Watergate allegations.
The 43 per Cep( favoring resignation contrasted with 36 per
cent in October, 31 per cent in
September, 28 per cent in August and 14 per cent last May,
Harris said.
November* survey
The
showed 47 per cent opposed resignation, compared with 50 per

Standing room only was the
case on many of Amtrak's
trains, especially the WashingYork
ton-Philadelphia-New
Greyhound Bus Lines in New
York said it expected 50 per
cent more travelers than usual
for the holiday period.
An additional complication in
bus travel was the voluntarily
imposed 50 mile per hour speed
limit on highways, making for
late arrivals. "We've gotten so
screwed up on schedules because of the lowered speed limits, that people don't know what
the hell is going on," said one
dispatcher at Port Authority in
New York City.
Motorists in many areas
seemed to be complying with
the lowered speeds, now mandatory in at least 10 states.
Amtrak employes at various
stations around the country indicated it wasn't just the
Thanksgiving holiday that accounted for the increase in traffic.
"We're booked solid on all
long-distance runs through Dec.
31. The gas shortage has had
an awful lot to do with it," said
Diane Ruddy, an Amtrak controller in Seattle.
Amtrak employes in Philadelphia said some trains to
New York were booked full for
weeks and that many pas.cengers were willing to stand all
the way if necessary.

40 YEARS SERVICE-Chartes M. Baker, owner of Kentucky
Lake Oil Compact!), is presented a plaque from Shell Oil by Donald
Lichtenauer, senior jobber representative of the Shell Oil Company for 40 years service. The plaque reads "in recognition of
valued business association."

Be On Campus Ne
Agnes Aidoo, lecturer in
history at the University of
Cape Coast in the African nation
of Ghana, will be on the campus
of Murray State University for
an evening lecture and an informal afternoon visit Nov. 27.
Her lecture at 8 p.m. in the
auditorium of Mason Hall
(nursing building) is entitled
"Nation Building and the
African Woman." She will also
be available for discussion at
1:30 p.m. in Room 208 of
Faculty Hall. Both sessions are
open to the public.
Sponsored by the Overseas
Liaison Committee of the

in Washington, Ms. Aidoo's visit
to Murray State is part of an
International Seminar Series
which will also include
presentations by her at six other
American
colleges
and
universities.
Ms. Aidoo, a Fulbright
Scholar, is currently on leave
from the. University of Cape
Coast completing work on the
Ph. D. degree in African history
at UCLA. Her dissertation topic
is "The Changing Structure of
Politics and Society in Central
Asante, Ghana, 1867-1901."
Her earlier education includes
in her home
country of Ghana, Si, Paul's

cent in October, 56 per cent in
September, 63 per cent in.. August and 75 per cent in May.
Ten per cent in the latest
sampling were undecided.
Asked their feelings concerning resignation should it be
proven that Nixon was aware
of Watergate cover-up efforts in
the White House, Harris said 59
per cent favored his departure
and 33 per cent did not.
Twenty-three per cent of the
persons polled said they believed Nixon's statement that
two of the nine subpoenaed Watergate tape recordings never
existed, but 55 per cent expressed disbelief, Harris said.
The poll was taken before
disclosure on Wednesday that
an 18-minute segment of one of
the seven existing tapes had
been obliterated by an unexplained tone.
J. Fred Buzhardt, a presidential lawyer, told U.S. District
Judge John J. Sirica that he
and another lawyer discovered
the gap in the conversation on
Nov. 14 while preparing an index and analysts of the tapes.
The tape involved is of a conversation between Nixon and
then-White House chief of staff
H.R. Haldeman on June 20,
1972, three days after the
break-in at Democratic national
headquarters in the Watergate
office building.
Buzhardt's
disclosure
prompted Sirica to suggest that
Nixon voluntarily turn over all
subpoenaed tapes or documents
to the court or the court should
take custody of the materials
and place them under 24-hour
guard.
In explanation, Sirica said:
"This is just another instance
that convinces the court that it
has to take some steps, not because the court doesn't trust
the White House or the President ... The court is interested
in seeing that nothing else hap-

College of Manitoba, Canada,
where she earned the B.A.
degree, the University of
Toronto, Canada, where she
earned the M.A. degree, and the
School of Oriental and African
Studies, University of London.
Each participating scholar on
artists in the International
Seminar Series is scheduled for
a two-week tour of U.S. campuses for lectures, seminars,
classes and informal meetings
with students and faculty. They
represent countries from
Africa, the Caribbean, Latin
America and Southeast Asia.
promote
Designed
to
mutually beneficial relationships between the American
academic community and
education in the developing
world, the ISS program in 197273 included 21 lecturers who
Sirica said the matter would
made 123 individual visits to 85
be pursued in court Monday.
American campuses.

Quality

Metal Detector
from White Electronics
'World's Largest
Line"
special
holiday offer
For a
call your authorized dealer:
Phone 753-1575
tVaan. taru Sot

Experienced only, for
night stock Grocery
Clerks.
$2 50 to $4.05
per hour depending on
experience
y Paid Vacations
v Paid Insurance
Equal Opportunity
Employer

We, Robert W. Spears and
Mary Pauline Spears, Route 7,
Mayfield, as of this date,
November 21, will not be
responsible for any debts other
than our own.
OLAN MILLS needs ladies to
Robert W. Spears
work on phones, also light
delivery work. from Room 41,
WANTED IMMEDIATELY
Regal 8 Motel. Apply in person
home for 16 year old boy. For
Velna Higgins, Monday morspecific
information
call
ning, 9:00 a.m., November 26.
Department
for
Human
Please don't call Motel.
Resources, 753-5362, ask for
Ramoni, oberts.
WE WILL interview college
••••••••••••••••••
junior or senior interested in
sales and delivery, inside and
ADVERTISING
i
outside work, Transportation
t . DEADLINES
will be helpful, but not required.
All display ads, classified
Phone 753-0123.
display
and
regular
display, must be submitted
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
by 12 noon, the day before
in Murray area, male or
publication.
investment
female. 'No
All reader classifieds
required. Interview at Holiday
must be submitted by 4
InnTuesday, November 27, 11:00
.m. the day before
a.m.-7:00 p.m., ak for Jim
$publication.
Osborne at desk.

/

BOOKKEEPER AND secretary,
experience in construction
preferred. Phone Donald Smith
LOST TARPAULIN on Coldwater Benton, 527-7215.
Highway between Stella
and
Murray. Phone 753-6905.
MEN AND women can earn
$300-$400 per week as sales
MISSING-MALE beagle, 8 representatives for rapidly exmonths old from the home of panding company with excellent
Cecil Cleaver. Wearing a collar lead system. For more inwith E.E. Roberts from La., on it. formation, write P.O. Box 717,
Phone 753-2233.
Frankfort, Kentucky, 40601 or
call Mr. Lindsey, collect at 502i
Packer is five months old and
223-7261.
gaining four or five pounds a
day.
"He'll grow to about 800 COMPUTER OPS trainee. Paid MALE SHORT order cook,
pounds," says Tim. "The size training. Good salary, many experienced in prep work. Good
doesn't bother us,. just more benefits. Two-year enlistment. working conditions. Wonderful
for aggressive
Now interviewing. Call Army opportunity
pet to love, I guess.
Opportunities collect, 2474525. man. Steady work. Good pay.
Mrs. Andersen says Packer is
Write Box 32-K, Murray,
friendly enough with the family DENTAL ASSISTANT trainee. Kentucky.
although he owes total alle- Paid training.
Good salary.
giance to Tim.
EXPERIENCED
Benefits plus, two-year enlist- WANTED
"I've spoiled him some," she ment. Now interviewing, 18-35. tractor trailer driver. Apply in
says. -'For Thanksgiving, I Call Army Opportunities 247-4525. person to Mr. Waller at Paschall
Truck Lines. "An equal opcooked him some corn bread
special and he spent all day fol- CLERK-TYPIST. No ex- portunity employer "
lowing me around the kitchen perience required. Good salary,
rubbing up against me to show many
Two-year CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
benefits.
his appreciation."
enlistment. Now interviewing, 18- away! Let Avon help you make
35. Call Army Opportunities holiday money. As an Avon
The family says Packer collect 2474525.
Representative, you can earn
presents only two problems
extra cash-and it's easy and
food and travel.
LEGAL CLERK trainee. Paid fun! Call or write Glenda Duke,
His cracked-corn and barley training. Good salary, excellent P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky.
chow, which disappears from benefits. Now interviewing, 18-35. 42001,443-3366.
his bowl at a 15 pound-a-4aay Two-year enlistment. Calf Army
clip, requires a weekly drive to Opportunities collect 247-4525.
SMALL ENGINE mechanic.
Miami. Pig food is not easy to
Experience necessary. Must
come by in the middle Florida STENOGRAPHER-NO
ex- have own tools Write to P.O. Box
Keys.
perience required. Good salary, 321,, Murray, Ky.
benefits.
Two-year
And Packer is sometimes a many
enlistment.
Now interviewing, 18.moto
explain
difficult
to
little
35. Call Army Opportunities,
tel managers.
collect 247-4525.
DON'T

1. Lost And Found

350-pound House-Trained
Pig Smarter Than Dogs

BLONDIE
Loa< €A -.
vOu T541S
sEAuriFuL PAP
., OP PEARL
EARRINGS )

GRASSY KEY, Fla. (API When Tim Andersen's pet
wants to step outside for few
minutes, he doesn't go to the
door and bark or meow.
Packer oinks. Mainly because
he's a 350-pound. house-trained
pig.
House trained!
-All I did was watch him
close for about three days," explains 14-year-old Tim. "Everytime he would make a mess I'd
rub his nose in it, spank him
hard, and take him out.
"He's smarter than any dog
you ever saw. I'll tallc to him
and he grunts right back," Tim
says.

The porker shares Tim's bed
and otherwise does what all
good house pets are supposed
to do, say Charlie and Verna
Andersen, Tim's parents.
Tim acquired the pig while
visiting a relative in Colorado
last summer. He says he had
dreamed for years of having
such a companion.
Tim says Packer strolls
about on a leash and defends
against intruders. How' Just
by walking fast toward them.

E BAILEY
ZERO WAS AMAX,
TO TELL YOU HE
GOT A 9CRATCH ON
YOUR JEEP
..., • SAR&E

,L11.' ABNER

C011N-GPLAJ-00-LAYSHUNSil
YO'(301 TH'CREAsa 0'TH'CROP,
FACaJ E GAL.!' DON'T SPOIL ITALL
GITTINVA CHEAP

COMMUNITY
BOAT DOCK
as been in use on Barkley
Lake, presently has Corps
of Engineers permit.
Phone 502-522-8765

JOBS IN Intelligence. No experierv required. Good salary,
benefits plus., two-year enlistment. Now interviewing, 18-35.
Call Army Opportunities collect
247-4525.

SOLD!!-THASS
MORE'N AH EVER
GOT
TH'
$5•95 JOB.

Animal
enclosures
Ascend
Ii father or
mother
12 Eagles nests
Chaldean
city
Extremely
terrible
17 Reverberation
IS Crimson
20 lops
23 Organ of
hearing
24 Fur bearing
mammal
26 Restrictive
28 Note of scale
29 Mistake
31 Duties
33 Sound a horn
35 Fight between
two
36 Renovate
39 Wide
42 Man's
nickname
43 Retail
establishment
45 See tale
46 Small dog
48 Barrel slat
50 Sunburn
51 Roman dab
53. ?Wither
number
55 Brother Of
Odin
56 MIRY

0000 NO0b UMO
PM@ M000 120M
NOMMIAD UM Q0U
WOG OMOU0
ammaaumm OM
00000 MOO MOO
MO 0000OUR MO
MOZ
GOMM
UM 00060MOM
011000 M000
OMO 00 00111000
OBO MOO 0000

2 Coniunction
3 Spread for
drying
4 Wife of Geraint
5 Walk
pompously
6 Symbol for
Calcium
7 French arta!
8 Anger
9 Rodents
10 Benefit
11 Pocketbook
13 Rail birds
16 Prepare for'
print
19 Arrows
,36 Swift
21 Mild expletive! 37 Evaded
22 Bush
38 Pertaining to
25 Plunders
an era
27 Rows
40 Century plants
30 Underground
41 Europeans
parts of plant
44 Turn insode out
32 Raft
17 frencb for
"father"
34 Jog
2

4

auw wan mom

PHOTOGRAPHERS. We'll train
you and pay as you train. Twoyear enlistment. Good salary,
benefits plus. Now interviewing,
18-35. Call Army Opportunities
collect 247-4525.

if
49 Brother of
Jacob
62 Occupy Chair
54 Title of respect
57 Prefix down
58 Teutonic
deity
60 Symbol for
tin

MAIL CLERK. No experience
required. Good salary, many
benefits. Now interviewing 18-35.
Two year enlistment. Call Army
Opportunities, collect 247-4525.
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PERtENCE NECESSARY -NO
SELLING INVOLVED. 'this

business can be started part
time--no need to quit your lob.
Can be expanded full time with
company financing. We need
people we can depend on Our
products are nationally famous
-Hot Food- items made by
Heinz We have over 36 varieties
of Hot Soups and Hot Entrees,
such as Beef Stew, Chicken &
Dumplings, Chili and Beans,
And on and on We have all of
America's favorites All these
!delicious prOduCtS are sold from
the latest in automatic vending
equipment Your route will be
established and installed by us.
Your age is not a factor, if you
qualify Perfect for a nice couple
to operate as a family business
CASH INVESTMENT
REQUIRED

PLAN FOUR

••'•.•. SO
49 ..
•
loM.
60

.....61
.....

Unless you mean business We
are nciw considering qualified
applicants in your area to
become a working part of our
National
"Hot
Food''
Distributor System You arg not
applying for a job! You' are
applying for a very high profit
business of your own NO EX

PART-TIME
PLAN ONE
S228500
PLAN TWO
5386100
PLAN THREE
57,719.00

• •• • •

35

...:,...04/1
•..,:...,
.•.•:“.•:•x53
52 ,..
.. ...,
1

OVERSEAS JOB opportunities.
Two-year enlistment. Good
salary, many benefits. Now interviewing, 18-35. Call Army
Opportunities collect 247-4525.

-..2'7
... ••• •.' 28
'• 1.
32

26

30 ..:••• 31
1, ,

61 Hinder
62 Twat%
DOWN

3

SURVEYORS. PAID training.
Good salary, great benefits. Now
interviewing, 18-35. Two-year
enlistment. Call Army Opportunities, collect 247-4525.

READ
THIS AD

62
;'•:*:*
rehire Syru4icale, Inc.

' •

fray
Aheisd
with
Want
Ads

PLAN FIVE
PLAN SIX

S11,279.00

518,998 00
536.798 00

For further information or a
personal interview, Send Name,

Address, & Phone number to
North American Distributing
Corp., Hot Food Division, 3443
North Ceritral Avenue, Suite 414,

!

Phoenix, Arizona 55017

INSURANC
home covera
with or with
rates, exce
When you
insurance,
Insurance
Galloway I
phone 7

APPROXI
non tillable
from Murr
800 a.m -5
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Sell it With A Classified

10. Business Opportunity

22. Musical

24;

Call
753-1916

r_

Another View

49. Used Carl SiTru(11116.

NEED EXTRA cash? Spate
BATTERIES $8.115 to $14.95. Any
Time! Details, sample free. G.E. CLEARANCE Sale---8 track car, discount to dealers. Atomic
G.T. LEMANS-1972, three
Rosebud Sykes, 406 South 4th -tereo tape players. Automatic batteries, 401 North 4th Street,
speed, power steering and
record changer, audio systems, Murray,
Street.
brakes. For more information
753-8572.
duo-mode systems, tri-mode
phone 489-2690.
systems, four channel sound TRUCK LOAD TIRE SALE. While
systems, FM-AM-FM stereo they last, custom premium 73
polyester 4 ply white wall. Road
receiver. While they last.
FIVE-1972 Plymouth Satellites,
INSURANCE: NEW mobile Model-Reg. Price-Sale Price hazard and defective material
air conditioned, power steering
guaranteed.
home coverage to qualified risk, M-8616 $62.95 $49.88
E78x14" or 15-414.82 -4. $2.22
and brakes. High mileage lease
with or without deductible, low SC2706 $124.95 $99.95
1'78xi4' or 15"-$15.39 + $2.37
cars. $1200.00 each. Phone 753G78x
.14"
or
15-$16.36 + $2.80
rates, excellent claim service. SC2005 $124.95 $109.96
1970 Buick La Sabre, 2 door hard top, gold, power steering
7832.
1178x14" or 15"-$17.51 + $3.01
When you see me, don't think of SC2015 $159.95 $126.95
and brakes, 62,000 miles, radial tires, sharp car. $1775.00.
,178N- or 15--$18.11 + $3.01.
insurance, but when you think of SC2305 $199.95 $154.95
Lax- or 15"-418.88 + $3.31
DATSUN 240 Z-1972. low
Custom premium 2+2 fiberglass
insurance see me. Harding SC3300 $209.95 $168.95
mileage. Good condition. $3500.00
belted 78 series, %%the wall. Road
Galloway Insurance & Realty, SC3205 $259.95 $199.95
"Where Better Deals Are Taylor Made"
firm. Phone Benton 527-9725.
hazard and defective material
40 watts peak music, power on .v.uaranteed_
phone 753-5842.
Hazel Hwy. '
our most deluxe set. Roby Sales, F,711x14" or 15"-$15.51 + $2.31
Phone 753-2617
FORD-1968 Galaxie 500, two
Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky. 1:73x14" or 15"-$16.12 -1.- $2.50
door
hardtop,
vinyl
roof,
power
it
G78x14" or 15"-$17.26 + $2.73
Boy ..4111M1
1178xl4" or 15"-$18.90 + $2.96
steering, brakes and air, new
APPROXIMATELY 10 acres, BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. L78--- or 15- - $19.60 + $3.31
tires, lime green. 1968 Pontiac
51. Services Offered
non tillable land,five or six miles Rent to purchase plan. Lollard° Wide 70 series white wall 2+2 fibCatalina, four door, vinyl roof,
erglass
belted
or
nylon.
Road
hazfrom Murray. Phone 492.1837 Piano Company, across from ard and defective material
FREE
ESTIMATE on septic tank
double power, good tires, dark
guarPost Office, Paris, Tennessee. anteed.
8.00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
green. Phone 753-7619 or 753-0525. installation Phone 753-7850. TFC WILL DO trash and brush
45
F7014" or 15"---317.50 + $2.61
luniling. Reasonable rates. Phone
,1
tVTI5 THE SEA6ON TO BE JOLLY - - I WILL be buying all kinds of furs PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00. ;70x14" or 15-418.54 +
TFC
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears 753-6130.
VOLKSWA
1i70x14"
GEN
VAN-1970,
A-1
or
15-$19.80
+
$3.011
again this season. Thanks for las; Lonardo Piano Company, across Wide 60 series. raised white
seamless gutters, installed per
condition,
lee
$1895.00.
35rtun
year's business. Highway 641 from Post Office, Paris, Ten- ters. Road hazard and defective
camera with all accessories, 3'our specifications Call Larry BLUE GRASS Builders. Year
29.,Mobile Home Rentals
Publiajgeoil,..
materials guaranteed.
South, 2 miles from shopping nessee.
1.yles at 753-2310 for free end special--2 can garage, as low
$350.00. Phone 436-5384.
G60x14"
or
15"-$19.13 + $2.88
center, Murray, Kentucky.
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
estimate
TFC as $1895.00. Aluminum siding or
L60K14" or 15"-$23.52 +
91
Douglas Shoemaker, Phone 753.
ovember 17, 10:00 a.m. at the rkIWW111011\110111WWIllily
Mud and snow tires. white wall. TRAILER-12'x60', on private 14
additions. For the price, you
SPINET
-CONSOL
E
Piano. Road hazard and defective ma- lot, three miles east of town. late R.P. Bevins home, three
3375.
WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Ex- can't afford to wait. Phone
FOR
SALE
Wanted: Responsible party to terial guaranteed.
Phone 753-7827.
miles south of Sedalia, Kentucky t
0
F78x14" or 15"-$14.41 + $2.53
1965 Cadillac Coupe Deo terior Painting. Phone 753-4832 Mayfield collect 247-7672.
WANT TO BUY large farm, with purchase spinet piano on low G78x14" or 15--$15.13 +
on
the
from 8:00 tern to 4:00 p.m. and
Lynnville
Highway.
Will
$2.60
S
Ville,
White
with
monthly
white
payments.
Can be seen 1178x14" or 15"-$16.17 + $2.75
or without house, in Calloway
sell a lot of nice antique and E
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free LEAVES RAKED. Phone 753vinyl
roof,
black
interior,
locally. Write Manager, P.O. Box L78x14" or 15"-$17.18 + $3.13 TWO HOUSE Trailers. 12 x 60, usable furniture,
County. Phone 762-2557.
estimates.
a
collection
of
5857 between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m.
power
steering, brakes,'
276, Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. Steel betted radial ply tires, Road two bedroom, with extension on good
depression glass, lots of old
hazard and defective materials living room.
windows,
seats,
6/
locks,:
ROY
12 x 37, two Collector's items. Also a large
HARMON'S Carpenter
guaranteed.
lot
cruise control, air conShop (old ice plant). Complete
FR70x14" or 15-434.70 + $2.88 bedroom, all electric. Water of shop, garden and hand tools,
0
ditioning,
one owner, 60,000
PIANO
TUNING-repair- GR70x14" or 15"--$36.31 + $3.08 furnished. Deposit required. rubber tired wagon, hog
remodeling
and
repairs,
feeder, 0 original miles, extra sharp.
HR70x14" or 15"-$37.50 + $3.33
cabinets, paneling, doors, forPOOL TABLES-/
1
2 price sale, rebuilding. Prompt.expert ser- LR70x14" or 15--$39.47 + $3.70 Couples or boys prefered. Call Warm Morning and oil stove, 0 Must sell due
to
death int mica work, finish carpentry',
while they last 44", regular vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben Truck tires Road hazard and de- 753-0957.
space will not permit me to 0 family.
contracting. Phone 753-4124 or
Itemize every little item. This is
$24.88, now only $12.43. 80", W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. fective material guaranteed.
Phone 753-7736
753-0790 nights.
TFC Highway tread.
regular $49.60, now only $24.80. Phone 753-8911.
not
a
dealer's
sale.
The
mer,f1aIla'Netn.yeama•81:101011a4
670x15-6 ply - $13.37 + $3.40
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
700x15-6 ply - $16.55 + 2*.80 TWO BEDROOM trailer, chandise has been handed down
• TIMBER-L(11/6E on TennKentucky.
CONN CLASSIC guitar, excellent 750x16-8 ply - $20.48 + $3.69 electric or oil heat, water and In the Bevins family for years. 1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent Tucky Lake,
Route 1, Springville,
Truck
tortion type. Road storage building
condition, $40.00. Phone 753-2348 hazard tires.
furnished. Come expecting a good all day condition, sacrifice. Phone 753- Tennessee, will build complete
and defective material
Gerrald Boyd, Owner
8892
between 5 and 7 p.m.
$60.00 per month. Phone 489- sale.
MOBILE HOMES underpenned. after 5:00 p.m.
guaranteed.
'fireplaces, starting, at only
670z15-6 Ply - $17.63 + $2.89 2513
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5481.
For information phone Chester
091.00. Selection of stones
209 S. 7th, MurrO
CLEARANCE SALE G E Record 700x15-6 ply - $18.93 + $3.33
& Miller Auction Service 435-4042 1965 FORD Sports coupe. Phone available. Satisfaction
750-x16-8 Ply - $25.78 + $4,12
Players
3-1751
753-8382.
ROBY SALES, Highway 68 .. 32. Apartments For Rent - or 435-4671
guaranteed. Phone 901-593Reg Sale
FIREWOOD-cut to order.
Benton. Ky.
Model
Price
3534,
Price
TFC
Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.
1971 MUSTANG Mach I, 351-2V,
V-211
WILL DO housework three days
518.95 $16.88
V-839
$34.95 $24.88 ALL THE equipment for a ONE BEDROOM furnished
Mags, tape player, power and SEAM1-F-SS GUTTERS, baked a week. Call 7533655.
V-936
$55.96 $44.88 complete bakery. Cost over apartment,
20 ACRE strip of land on blacktop air. Real sharp and gets extra on enamel finish, guaranteed
LOFTY PILE, free from sod is
electric heat and air
30
946
$59.95 $47.88 $17,000.00, will sacrifice for
road
Phone 489-31119,
the carpet cleaned with Blue
good gas milage. Call 435-4921 years. For free detailed estimate
conditioned
. Close to university.
T-361
$79.95 $59 88
tItI'l II It! UM do all
$3,000.00. Phone 443-1440 Harry Real nice. Phone 753-4478
phone Atkins Gutter service,
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
atter 5:00 p.m.
ROBY SALES
or 753'1 k frame •,/
HIGHWAY 68 BENTON, KY
Conner Paducah, Kentucky.
44. Lots For
$1.00. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
Murray 753-8407 or 753-8992.
6199.
arparts,
Points.
cerainte (lie. sin,
,
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone FURNISHED, FOUR bedroom BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141' x
JERRY'S REFINISHING 8;
JOHN'S
REPAIR
Service.
ting-mterior or '\1ii
Jim Gibson 489-2195 after 5:00 and efficiency apartments near 204' on U.S. Highway 641 South. Plumbing-e
CLEAN RUGS, like new, so easy.
lectrical-roofing and Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
patios. build and iepair
university. Ideal for students, For new home or mobile home.
p.m.
to do with Blue Lustre. Rent
South
of
Murray
on
Hwy.
641
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Phone owner 753-0774.
cabinets 14 yemrs
phone 753-7575.
exJerry
electric tdiampooer $1.00. Big K, KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
McCoy,
owner.
(502)
4926 '53-7625 nights.
TFC
per icrice
All
work
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South FIREPLAdtATTIOD. Phone 753Belaire Shopping Center.
8837.
TFCI
$1000 DOWN and $10.00 per
f,or.a( iii 8tH
13th Street. "Every day you 4147, or 436-2390.
month will buy a large wooded In t'LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
a.
SIGNS PAINTED Phone 436-2107
delay lets bugs have their way.
THREE BEDROOM house near at Keniana Shores. Lake access- Having trouble getting those
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 20' and
after 5:00 p.m.
Jonathan Creek on Highway 68. central water-all weather small jobs done? Call Ernest
treated fence posts. Murray
ALUMINUM
Free What:.
White
streets. Phone 436-5320 or 436Phone 354-8395.
753-0605.
Lumber Company, 104 Maple FOR THE Pest in pest
SIDING
control'
FIREWOO
B
C
CONSTRUC
D FREE, cut your
TION,
Complete
2473.
Street.
service and termite control call
own. Phone 753-7971.
basements,
ready
to
live
in
if
FOR
ALL
yfour
additionsHOUSE-THREE rooms upSuperior Exterminating CornMaintenance Free - No
garages,
patios,
remodeling, residential or wanted,
stairs, three rooms down. Gas
TFCl More Painting
21" COLOR TV stereo, AM, FM PanY'753-72166.
sidewalks, retaining walls FREE CAT, black with white
commercial
.
New
or
old.
Free
heat. 1105 Mulberry. $60.00 37 ACRE farm, two bedroom
We cover all wood. It will
driveways, etc. Also backhoe paws. Phone 753-8537 after 3:00
Radio, console. Maple finis
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
Phone 753-6714.
cut 30 per-cent off your
work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765. p.m.
house, 2 car garage on 641 North
$135.00 or best offer. See at
heat bill.
Phone 753-3645 after 4:30 p.m.
North 20th Street.
FALL FENCE sale, now through
WILL HAUL coal, by the ton. riblIkWIL
FURNISHED THREE bedroom
IIMMILIWWWWWW11101110111~1\111.11\111.11\14
November 26. For free estimate
Phone 492-8366 or 492-8341 after
house near university. Ideal for
Call for Free Estimates LOOKING FOR an unusual gift? Call Larry Lyles
0
at Sears, 7535:00 p.m.
4984896
three to four college students.
Give an art piece sculptured by 2310.
Deposit required. Phone 436-558L,
Shipment of
nature: varnished and hand'
0
OW TRADE for smaller house, ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
polished driftwood with assorted FIREWOOD FOR sale day or
0
two new three bedroom homes in Phone Paris,142-6551.
0
TFC
HAMMARHUND-HQ 180A 11111111111111.
decorations. Phone 753-2415 or night. Phone 489-2601.
Murray. One in Canterbury and
communication receiver. Phone PUREEIRED POLLED Herford
see at 1628 Farmer Ave.
one near new high school. By DOZER SERVICE D-6 caterCu. Ft
25 Cu. Ft
15 Cu. Ft. •
BUNDLED SLABS and sawdust. 4891577.
Bulls. Call 7534745
owner and builder. Phone 753- pillar. Phone 753-9007.
Phone 753-7383.
° 5
Ft.
Chest
and
3372 after 4:30 p.m.
•}ome Furniihints
Upright
16.5 Cu. Ft
Cu.3'
SMALL TRAILER, will haul golf POLLED HEREFORDS, Herd
TIMBER-LODGE of TennCOMPLETE QUEEN size bed, MARY KAY Cosmetics, the cart or lawn Mower. Phone 753- Are, three other young bulls, TWO BEDROOM
house. 703 Tucky lake, Route 1, Springville,
Cows and calves. Bred and open
including maple headboard and cosmetic that's more than a 6000.
Broad Street. Call 753-4490 or Tennessee will do your stone
Court Square
Phone 753-3865 0
heriforiis. Must liquify my pure
footboard, $100.00. Phone 489- cover up. Call to arrange a
443-4900 after 5:00 p.m. work. Large selections of stone, gowlkweVavolkweivoiwilegiN\WIWIftweosomvo
bred herd. CS. Eldridge, Rte. 8
fascinating and complimentary
2186.
Phone
901-593-3534.
ITC
$11,000.00.
Box 1154, Green Plains Road
facial, Sonya Futrell, 753-4500.
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
CLEARANCE-- Sale G.E. per=N Phone 753-2579.
Grand
November 21
couNTRy HOUSE, less than Electric
Cassette?ecorder players. ,
offers 24 hour
GREAT SALE for Christmas! table
WHILE THEY LAST!
38-Pets Supplies
$11,000.00. 3 bedrooms, utility emergency service for well
CLEARANCE
SALE-Sewing CLots of posters, bowling ball,
Reg Sale
machines. Brother heavy duty, floor polisher, coach lamp, mens Model
Price Price 641 PET Shop, 7 miles north of storage room, separate garage. punips, plumbing and electrical
Located on blacktop road 5 miles problems. Phone 753-5543.
full size model number 1381, suits, girls clothes, size 11-12., M4.413
$29.95 $25.88 Murray,
Kentucky. Irish Setter
NURSERY -and LANDSCAPING
$39.95 $29.88
west of Murray. John Randolph
Regular $79.95, now only $44.97. other various Items. Don't wait, M-8415
M-8445
$42.95 $35.88 puppies, tiny toy poodles, Realty &
Heavy duty ri,g zag, model 621, call now 489-2690.
Auction Co. Phone 753- ELECTRONIC ORGAN service,
M-8450
$44.95 $32.88 cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and
"We Design and Plant Your Ideas"
all
makes
models.
and
Regular $99.95, now only, $63.56.
M-8455
$5116 $39.99 harnpsters, fish and supplies. 8382 or Keith Hays 489-2488.
Authorized Baldwin service.
M-8460
$59.95 $47.88
Deluxe rig zag model number 1969 CHEVY II, Nova
FIRST
QUALITY PLANT MATERIALS-Wide variety of
Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.
SS, body
ROBY SALES
AAA FOUR BEDROOM, Pi Phone Hopiunsville 886-1877 or
751, regular $159.95, now only only. In good condition, nice HIGHWAY
Hollys, red & white dogwoods, magnolia trees, spruce and
68 BENTON KY.
baths, basement and gas heat. after 5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-8880.
$114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 68, interior. 1967 Chevelle, new
Pines, azaleas (red, white, & pink). Also wide variety of
4
AKC REGISTERED German
ro fireplaces, paneled kitchen,
Benton. Kentucky.
concrete stepping & splash blocks.
television
COLOR
G.E.
in French
speed transmission. New 396-375
shepherd puppies, 6 weeks old. large screened front porch. Two BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
COMPLETE LAWN CARE SERVICES including trimHP engine, 100 per cent provincial cabinet. Phone 753Phone 753-7140 after 5:00 p.m. blocks from square 301 N. 5th also bank gravel, fin dirt and
ming, pruning, spraying.
guaranteed. Body average, could 9787.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
Street, 753-7935.
FREE ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY GIVEN.
be repaired cheap. Can be seen at
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
LOCATED HIGHWAY 641,RIVIERA TRAILER COURT
Walston Auto Repair Dixieland TWO GOOD used televisions. If JUST IN time for Christmas.
NO. 82
Shopping Center, Murray.
Beautiful AKC registered toy SIX ROOM home, attached
interested phone 753-6341.
'753-9946. 7534797 (call anytime)
Pekingese puppies, 7 weeks old. garage on two acres near town. CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
Open 8 - 5:30, 7 days a week
steam
Large
cleaned
well
house,
29'
Phone
patio.
Carpet
•••OOOOOOO OOOOO•••••••••••••••••••••••••$
Also one AKC toy white Poodle
ROSS TALLEY - OWNER
•
Phone
Master 489-2504
753-8190.
TFC
•
CLEARANCE Sale G.E. multi- puppy, Phone 753-4469.
•
* * N -0 -T -1 -C -E * *
•
Sale
• band radios.
Reg
Price BULLDOG, AKC registered,
• 3 band models
• P-4920
$ 36.95 $29.88 male,five months old. All Shots.
FOR SALE
• 5 band models
Phone 753-4106.
BY
OWNER
a
$ 49.95 $ 38.88
• P4950
will be CLOSED through the month of December,:7 band models
4 bedroom ti-level located
P-4980
$124.95 $ 89.88 BULL TERRIER puppies, nine
in Canterbury Estates with
: January and February and will REOPEN MARCH
weeks
old,
registered.
AKC
8 band models
all extras. Will consider
• P-4960
$ 69.95 $ 49 88 Shots and wormed. Phone 7531, 1974.
trading for smaller home.
•
4106.
•
• 12 band models
Priced to sell. Immediate
We Thank You for Your Patronage ;P-4990
$19995 $13988
•OOOOO
Possession.
AKC
REGISTE
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1
RED Toy
Roby Sales, Highway 68,
Poodle puppies, Apricot, male
Benton Kentucky
Phone 753-3110
and female. AKC registered
This is a full-time non-flying position involving 'management and
German Shepherd puppies. ANNINNIMMININIb
27. Mobile Hone Sales
Phone 753-0957.
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PINE BLUFF SHORES
RESTAURANT

AIRPORT
MANAGER WANTED

MURRAY- CALLOWAY COUNTY AIRPORT

ROTARY AUCTION

For Rotary Christnaas Auction: Furniture, hardware, I
garden and lawn tools, shop tools, toys, games, bicycles,
tricycles, sporting goods auto accessories-anything of
value except clothing and shoes. Bring to our auction
site-Kulufs old store, west side of square-open to accept donated items all week Nov. 26 thru 30,8. to 5:30 daily.
If you can't bring it, we will come anc st
.;tAllgi
v
-511$0.

47. Motorcycles

MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', two AKC REGISTERED Labrador
edroorro. Priced $2,400.00 or retriever puppies. Phone days 1968 HARLEY
Davidson
best offer. Phone 753-0518, Poi 7534424 or ifter'llibittn: .733601 See . at
Meadows.
Cadiz Motor Company, Cadiz,
3632Kentucky, phone 522-6601.

119.Pitilei--tu•Pries

1972 DOUBLE wide three
Used Cars & Trucks
bedrooms, two baths, built-in PEA FOWLS, Guineas, Ducks,
range, central air, underpenning, Chickens, fancy, old time 'HEVROLET DUMP truckunfurnished $500.00 and assume favorites.
Phone
Hubert 1961, V48, price $750.00. Phone
payments. Phone 753-9827.
Alexander Sedalia 328-8563
474-2378.

49.

maintenance of the airport facilities. General knowledge of aircraft is
desirable. Salary open, depending on experience and qualifications.
Managersquired
. home ,at airport
,

Application forms may be obtained at and returned to City Clerk's Office,
City Hall, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

Deaths and Funerals
Final Rites Held
For Mr. McCuiston
Final rites for Chris McCuiston, age 96, of Murray
Route Four were held Friday at
three p.m. at the chapel of the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Jack Jones officiating.
Pallbearers were Steve
McCuiston, Trellis McCuiston,
James A. Fielder, Jimmy
McCuiston, Paul Brandon, and
Jerry Thompson. Burial was in
the Murray Cemetery.
Mr. McCuiston died Wednesday at 7:20 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. His
wife, Mrs. Minnie Elkins McCuiston, died January 27 of this
year.
He is survived by four
daughters, Mrs. Bill Warren,
Mrs.Orien McCuiston,and Mrs.
Frank McCuiston, all of Murray
Route Five, and Mrs. Finis
Thompson of Murray Route
Four; one son, Cecil McCuiston
of Murray; seven grandchildren; eight great grandchildren; two great great
grandchildren.

Rites Are Today
For Mrs. Cannady

Indianapolis Girls Is First
From U.S. To Win Miss World
LONDON (AP) - Marjorie
Wallace thought her legs were
too short to win. But her mother was more optimistic: She
bet $50 that her 19-year-old
daughter would become the
first American Miss World in
the contest's 22-year history.
At 12-1 odds, Mrs. Wallace is
$800 richer today and her
blonde, brown-eyed daughter is
the 1973 Miss World after having defeated contestants from
53 other countries in the finals
Friday night.
"I'm sure pleased with my
baby," said Mrs. Alice Wallace,
who along with her daughter
lives in Indianapolis, Ind.

Funeral services for Mrs.
011ie Cooley Cannady of Murray
Route Six will be held today at
1:30 p.m. at the Baptist Church,
Big Sandy,Tenn., with burial to
follow in the Ramble Creek
Cemetery,• Big Sandy, Tenn.
Mrs. Cannady, age 82, died
Thursday morning at the
home of her daughter, Mrs.
G.O. Grogan of Murray Route
Six.
Survivors are her daughter,
Mrs. Grogan; one son, Thealon
Cooley of Aurora, Ohio; two
stepdaughters, Mrs. Stella
Clayton of Puryear, Tenn., and
Mrs. Ervine Clayton of Paris,
Tenn.; two stepsons. Noble and
Chester Cannady of Paris,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Johnny
Phifer and Mrs. Gertie Milton,
both of Camden, Tenn.; three
brothers, Bob arid Leon Forrest
of Big Sandy, Tenn., and Carlos
CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP1Forrest of Erin, Tenn.; four Both of Cincinnati's daily newsgrandchildren; eight great papers have been struck by
grandchildren.
Teamsters Union Local 100 in a
contract dispute.
Pickets went up outside The
Cincinnati Enquirer at 10 p.m.
Friday. The newspaper did not
publish because Local 20 of the
Pressman's Union refused to
cross the picket lines.
The funeral services for
Other unions continued to
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr., will
Grover Wood James of Murray
Route Four were held this speak on the subject, "The work, however.
At 6 a.m, picket lines went up
morning at 10•30 a.m. at St. Spirit of Christ," at the 8 45 and
Leo's Catholic Church with Rev. 10:50 a.m. services at the First outside the Cincinnati Post and
Martin Mattingly officiating. United Methodist CLuroh on Times Star.
Negotiations between the
Burial was in the Murray Sunday, November 25.
The text for his sermon will be newspaper and the Teamsters
the
with
Cemetery
arrangements by the J.H. Romans 8:1-18. Church school Union resumed at the Enquirer
will be held between the mor- at 4 a.m.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Teamsters Business Agent
Mr James, age 61, was ning services.
The Senior and Junior High Earl P. Mitchell agreed to atpronounced dead on arrival at
Youth tend the negotiating session
Methodist
the Murray-Calloway County United
Hospital, on Wednesday at 9:30 Fellowship will meet in the when Enquirer President Wilp.m. after having been stricken social hall at 5:30 p.m. on liam Keating went to Mitchell's
Sunday.
home to make the request early
ill at his home
The college-age youth will this morning.
The deceased was a retired
Teamsters Steward Tom Walbookkeeper and was formerly have a rap session on the movie,
associated with the Murray "Jesus Christ, Superstar," at ter said there had been no
Hosiery Mill and Murray eight p.m." on Thursday, negotiating sessions "for the
Fabrics, Inc. He was a member November 29, in the college past four weeks." He said the
old contract ran out Sept. 15.
of St. Leo's Catholic Church and class room of the church.
He said most monetary and
was the son of the late Cleve
fringe benefit issues had been
James and Mary Dove Wood
resolved in earlier meetings.
James.
Walter said the union is deSurvivors are his wife, Mrs.
manding 18 work rule changes
Helen Ezell James Murray
and resolutions "of five pages
Route Four; two daughters,
of grievances."
Mrs. Norman Moutoux of
The union represents eight
Evansville, Ind., and Mrs.
Glennon 0. Carr of Owensboro;
"What Is A Christian'?" will drivers at The Enquirer and 38
four sons, Richard W. James of be the subject of the sermon by at The Post.
Walter said one issue at The
Nashville, Tenn., Thomas L. Bro. John Dale at the 10:40 a.m.
James of Torrijon Air Force services on Sunday, November Enquirer involved the hiring of
Base, Spain, Joe E. James and 25, at the Seventh and Poplar non-union private truck owners
to transport newspapers to carJohn J. James, both of Murray; Church of Christ.
two sisters, Mrs. Joe Ed Gibbs
The scripture from Acts riers at outlying locations.
The pressmen represent 125
of Paducah and Mrs. Wayne 11:25-26 will be read by Steve
Halford of Indiana; twelve Gough. Prayers will be led by employes working at both
grandchildren.
Webb Caldwell and Paul Kelly. newspapers.
Pallbearers will be Jimmy
The fourth sermon in the
Lafevers, Leonard Vaughn, series, "Finding Fulfillment,"
Robert Rowan, Tom Williams, will be heard Sunday at six p.m.
Ed Fenton, and Teddy Vaughn. on
Thru
-Fulfillment
Meekness." The text will be
Evaluation of a follow-up
Creative Arts Group
Matthew 5:5 on Jesus' third
beatitude, "Blessed ape the questionnaire that will be sent
Plans Meeting Monday
meek for they shall inhe?It the to employers of business and
The Creative Arts Depart- earth.office students was one of the
ment of the Murray Woman's
Greg Garland will read the topics discussed at the regular
Club will meet at the club house scripture with John Steele and monthly meeting of the adon Monday, November 26, at Ed P. Thomas leading in visory committee of the
9:30 a.m.
business and office department
prayers.
Mrs. Farouk Umar will be in
Tommy Carraway will make of the Murray Vocational
charge of the program on the announcements and Josiah School.
"Holiday Craft."
Tentative plans were made to
Darnall will direct the song
Hostesses will be Mesdames service.
set up observation stations in
Henry Holton, Hunter Love,
Bible study will be held at 9:40 local businesses where students
Jules Harcourt, K.T. Crawford, a.m. on Sunday.
will spend time in local offices
and Robert Douglas.
to observe office procedures
and routines and to solicit local
business persons as guest
sneakers.
Committee members present
were Tom Rushing, chairman;
Mrs. Anna Ruth Harris, Marvin
Harris, Mrs. Brenda Nix, and
pastor Mrs. Martha Crawford. The
Rev.
of the First Baptist Church, will next advisory committee
speak at both the 10:46 and 6:30 meeting, will be held January 9,
far easier than you
P.m. services at the church on at 8 a.m. in the conference room
thought possible?
Sunday, November 25.
at the school.
Special music for both services will be by the Adult Choir,
•
directed by W. Rudolph
Howard, minister of music.
Their selections will be "Christ, November 18, 1973
We Do All Adore Thee," "We ADULTS 106
Thank Thee, Lord," and NURSERY 3
"Moment By Moment."
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Fred Schultz will serve as
DISMISSALS
deacon of the week and will
Mrs, Nova Ann Janes, Box
assist in the morning services. 117, Farmington, Richaid
PRESENTING .
Sunday School will be held at Edgar Childress, Dexter, Alfred
due io popufar ,,,ferest
9:30 a.m. with James Rogers as L. Burkeen, Route 3, Box 24 H.
director, and Church Training Murray; Master James R.
will be at 5:30 p.m.
Hornbuckle, 109 Chestnut,
Murray, Mrs. Joan Walker, 910
North 18th St., Murray, Mrs.
Nov. 25-29,7:ibp.m, 'Craft' Night Planned
Mottle Maxine Nance, Route 7,
lox in,Murray, Mrs. Virginia
The Community Bldg By Theta Department
Idella Blanton, 506 North 1st.
Mrs. James D. Outland will St., Murray, Mrs. Vickie Spears
430 Erne Dr.
be in- charge of
"Crafts" and ,.,14,b7,41#1, Route_ 7,
program to be held at the Mayfield, Mrs. Mary Lucite
Murray, Ky.
meeting of the Theta Depart- Youngblood and Baby Girl,
ment of the Murray Woman's Route 1, Benton, Mrs. Madge
For
Club on Monday, November 28, Reeves Bradley, 808 Guthrie,
briets or
/ a.*
at
7:30 p.m. at the club house. Murray, Charlie Tom Unnformabort
jIIt
Hostesses will be Miss Evelyn derwood, New Concord, Mrs.
Bradley, Mrs. Ray Brownfield, Eunice Lawrence, Route 1,
Mrs. William Pinkston, and Sedalia. Stanley Albert Dodd
(expired), Route 6, Murray.
Mrs. Charles Hale.

Funeral Services
Held This Morning
For Grover James

Cincinnati
Newspapers
Struck Today

Dr. James Fisher
Gives Sermon Topic
Al Methodist Church

Bra John Dale To
Speak Sunday For
Church of Christ

Advisory Committee
Of School Meets

WANT TO CRUSH

Rev. Walker To Be
speaker Sunday At

SMOKING HABIT.

Chu ic Services
Walker,

Hospital Report

THE 5-DAY PLAN
TO STOP SMOKING

753-2715
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"It's unbelievable. It's marvelous," Miss Wallace said
after being crowned Friday
night before some 3,500 spectators and a television audience
estimated at more than 30 million. "Listen, I want to go and
phone my boy friend with the
good news."
The boy friend, she said, is
millionaire racing driver Peter
Revson."We are not engaged,"
said Miss Wallace, a 5-foot-7
fashion model, "but Peter is
my steady. I have no intention
of marrying just yet, and I feel
a year as Miss World might
test our relationship to the
The victory brought Miss
Wallace a cash prize of $7,200.
And Mecca Limited, the dance
hall chain that organizes the
beauty contest, guarantees another $25,000 in earnings over
the year. A hard-working queen
can earn as much as $100,000,
an official said.
The runner-up was Miss Philippines, 18-year-old Evangeline
Pascual. She said she wants to
be a painter but in the meantime is studying karate "to
fight off unwanted wolves."
In third place was Miss Jamaica, salesgirl Patricia Yuen
Miss Israel, Haya Katzir, was
fourth; and Miss South Africa,
Shelley Latham, was fifth.

Vocational School
To Offer Class In
Office Machines
The Murray Vocational
School will offer a 40 hour class
in office machines beginning
Tuesday, November 27.
The class will meet on
Tuesday and Thursday evening
from 6:30 to 9:30 for seven
weeks. The class will end
January 31, and will include a
three-week holiday break.
Duplicating,
adding,
calculator, electronic display
bookkeeping
calculator,
machine, and machine transcription machines will be
covered in the course.
There will be a15 registration
fee, and interested persons
whould call or visit the Murray
Vocational School Monday or
Tuesday to register between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Oaks To Hold Awards
Banquet and Dance
The Oaks Country Club will
hold its annual awards banquet
in the Student Union Building
on the Murray State University
campus on Friday, December 7,
at 7:00 p.m.
The banquet will be preceded
by a social hour beginning at
8:00 p.m., and the annual
business meeting will follow the
banquet.
A Christmas Dance will be
held for members and their
guests at 9:00 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom. Dan
Steele and his Top Five band
from Paducah will play. Tickets
may be obtained from Bobby
Fike or at the Jour for $10 per
couple.

Better Care Of
Cemeteries Urged
By Ft. Knox Worker
FT. KNOX,Ky.(AP)- Sam
McDowell, a civilian communications worker at Ft. Knox, is
urging the Army to take better
care of the old cemeteries he
says dot the post.
The Army estimates there
are 97 cemeteries on the 110,193
acre base.
McDowell says there are
more than 145 and that he has
made a hobby of cataloging
them.
Last summer he criss-crossed
Ft. Knox on a trail bike, copying down the names of 2,500
persons buried in 85 of the old
graveyards.
Among them, he says, are
Daniel Boone's nephew Enoch
Boone, once thought to be the
first white child born in Kentucky, and a grandmother of
Abraham Lincoln whose name
is spelled two ways on the
gravestone - Bathsheba and
Bersheba Lincoln.
McDowell wrote to Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston late last
summer to say he was
"shocked and apalled at the appearance (and sometimes the
disappearance!) of cemeteries," some of which are located
in the impact area of the post's
55,000 acre firing range.
Huddleston sent McDowell a
letter from the Department of
the Army saying the Army is
responsible for maintaining
"only the graves and cemeteries on federal property which
are national, post and installation cemeteries, and the
cemeteries at Veterans Administration facilities."
McDowell has approached officials at the post itself, even
taking some on a tour and
showing them damaged and
broken headstones.
Maj. Jerry Gantt, the post information officer, said the
range impact area is quiet for
two weeks in May, and that the
roads leading to the cemeteries
are repaired, the grass mowed
and the gravesites spruced up
for visits by relatives on Memorial Day.
For the rest of the year, post
officials say, the cemeteries
are left untended.
Maj. Gantt cited reasons including lack of interest expressed by relatives, lack of
manpower and lack of money
for maintaining the graveyards.
"We can't just stop shooting," he said. "We have an
army to train here."

World's Longest Running Play Dr. L. J. Hortin
Comes of Age In London Tonight Speaker at Paris
Dr. L.J. Hortin, chairman of
LONDON (AP) - The the Tower of London."
the Journalism Department at
Mousetrap" is a
world's longest running mys- ' "The
Murray State University, will
tery play, a modest little thrill- straightforward detective story, be
guest speaker for the Henry
er called "The Mousetrap," opening with a scream in the
County Historical Society,
comes of age this weekend dark as a body is found and Paris, Tenn., at its Nov. 'tti
ending as the murderer is led meeting.
after 8,717 performances.
When the curtains rise Sun- away. Only a handful of the 1,He will discuss the life and
day marking its 21st birthday, 300 actors and actresses who work of Nathan B. Stubblefield,
have appeared in it have been the Calloway
the play will be not so much a
County farmerwhodunit as a whyisit. More stars.
inventor
credited
with
The author, Dame Agatha discovering a form of Wireless
than 3.2 million people will
have seen it.
Christie, now 82, has written transmission which was the
Impresario Peters Saunders, more than 80 detective novels forerunner of radio.
who opened the play on Nov. and nearly a score of plays. "About 1892, in the town of
25, 1952, at London's Ambassa- She knows the theater business, Murray, a wireless telephone
dor Theater, once tried to ex- but she originally predicted was successfully demonstrated
plain the play's continuous ap- -The Mousetrap" wouldn't last before an audience of about
peal. "It's got all the in- six months.
1,000 persons by Mr. Stubgredients of a TV quiz program
"'The Mousetrap" has broken blefield, using a rough box,
- puzzle, drama, comedy," he all records for a continuous run some telephone equipment,
said.
by a play, pulled in more than rods and a coil of wire," a
Now Saunders hardly bothers $7.2 million at the box office society spokesman said.
to question its unprecedented and is still drawing capacity
"On. January 12, 1892, the St.
success. It's an institution, he crowds.
Louis Dispatch, in a full page
says, "one of those musts for
Company manager Anthony article, said, 'However unevery visitor to London, along Huntly Gordon is the only sur- developed his system may be,
with Buckingham Palace and
vivor of the original company. Nathan B. Stubblefield, the
As a matter of policy, the farmer-inventor of Kentucky,
cast of eight is changed every has accurately discovered the
Luncheon And Bridge
year. In addition, since the play
principle of telephoning without
is set "in the present," numer- wires.ous
adjustments
have
had
to
be
Planned, Country Club
"Somewhat a man of
made in the script.
mystery, Mr. Stubblefield did
The women of the Murray
Reference to wartime ratio- not press successfully for
Country Club will have their
ning disappeared nearly two recognition of his invention and
regular ladies day luncheon on decades ago, and the cost of a he died in poverty at Murray in
Wednesday, November 28, at night's lodging at the guest 1928."
noon at the club with Mrs. house where the action takes
The meeting will be held at
Chester 'Thomas, phone 753- place has trebled to $36.
the court house at 7:30 p.m.
2325, and Mrs. Haron West
Meantime, the play has bephone 753-1280 as chairmen of come a statistician's delight. In
the hostesses.
its 21 years, 137.5 tons of progams have been printed and
Reservations should be made
8,679 cigars have been smoked
by Monday noon. Other
by one of the characters hostesses are Mesdames
there was a gap when he had
Burnus D. Hall, A.C. Sanders,
laryngitis.
The Guidance Committee of
Edward Shinners, Tommye D.
the
Murray Middle School met
Taylor, Phillip Tibbs, Delores
Wednesday, November 21, at
Hall, J.B. Wilson and Joe T.
11:30 a.m. in the home
Thurman.
economics room of the school
with the guidance counselor for
Bridge will be played at nine
a.m. with Mrs. Don Robinson
the school, Geneva Brownfield,
Gerald Myers of the Calloway presiding.
and Mrs. Richard Orr as bridge
County Citizens Advocacy
Plans for the year were
chairmen,
Committee for the promotion of discussed and suggestions were
the new program for education offered by those present.
for Kentucky being proposed
Members attending were
will speak at the regular Mrs. Brownfield, Fred Schultz,
Kirksey
Parent-Teacher superintendent of City Schools,
Association meeting November Robert Glin Jeffrey, principal,
Regular services will be held 27, Tuesday, at 1:30 p.m., acPeggy Wilson, supervisor,
at the Memorial Baptist Church cording to Mrs. Billie Bazzell,
Willard Ails, PTA president,
at 10:50 a.m. and seven p.m. on president.
Vernon Shown, Julie Lovins,
Sunday, November 25, with
Bro. Danny Belcher will Sally Crass, Martha 'Tharpe,
Rev. Jerre!! White, pastor, present the devotion.
Tommy Rushing, Pat Harcourt,
speaking at both services.
Mrs. Lirmie Hooks' second Ann Henry, Pat McMullin,
The children's sermon will and Mrs. Alice Humphries' Marion Elkins, Willie Jackson,
precede the special music third grade will present a Martha Jackson, Margaret
during the morning services. special program. The second Porter, and Margot McIntosh.
Elmer Sholar will serve as grade will lead the pledge to the Two visitors were Ed Burkeen,
deacon of the week and assist in flag.
Guidance supervisor for the
Hosteenes for the social hour state of Kentucky, and Walter
the morning services.
will be the mothers of the Apperson, publisher of the
Sunday School will be held at second and third grade.
Ledger di Times.
9:40 a.m. with Hayden Rickman
All members are urged to
Prior to the meeting the group
as director and Church Training come and hear Gerald Myers
turkey and
Union will be at six p.m. with and Mrs. M.D. McGinnis, both had the annual
dressing dinner at the school
Randy Grogan; as director.
from the committee.
lunchroom.

Guidance Committee
Of Middle School
Meets Wednesday

Kirksey PTA Plans
Meeting Tuesday

Regular Services

SLEEPY KITTY
With a normal life span of 10
to 15 years, most cats will
spend more than three-quarters of that time sleeping. CMS

At Memorial Church
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Savings and Loan Associations
Help You Buy It!

aiso
with
need
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It's A Big Purchase...
One-Of The Largest In
Your Life!
It takes financing, and Savings and
Loans finance over half the homes in
the country. More than all other
financial institutions combined!

Cadillacs And
School Buses
Being Recalled
DETROIT (AP)- Two U.S.
automakers are recalling more
than 383,000 Cadillacs and
school buses.
General Motors Corp. announced Friday the recall of
380,000 1971 and 1972 model
Cadillacs, and Ford Motor Co.
said it was recalling 3,527 of its
1873 and 1974 model school
buses.
GM's Cadillac Division said
owners were being asked to return cars to dealers to correct
insufficient lubrication on the
steering control if corrosion becomes serious. Eldorado models are not included in the recall, GM said.
Ford said its recall was begun to check buses for possible
Incorrect routing of nylon air
pressure brake tubes. Ford said
tubes improperly routed could
melt due to contact with the exhaust pipe, cutting rear -wheel
braking performance.
Loss of air pressure to the
parking brake could cause the
rear brakes to be applied unex
pectedly, an official said
A Cadillac spokesman said
three incidents had resulted
from corroded steering idler
joints. No injuries resulted, he
said.
Ford said it had received no
reports of accidents connected
with its recall campaign.
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Savings and Loan Associations
Are The Home Mortgage Experts.
People who are about to make an investment as large
as a home need expert help...the Realtor, to find it:::
their Savings and Loan Association to finance
it!
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Federal Savings and Loan
Main
Murra Branch
Street at 7th
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Phohe 753-7921
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